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CHRIS STEWART f THE CURRENT 
Ambulances and fire trucks occupied the North Campus MetroUnk station Saturday, due to 
a fire on the west bound Metro train. Passengers of the train were evacuated. 
MetroLink evacuted due to fire 
II> JESSICA KEll 
Editor-in-Chief 
At approximately 5:20 
p.m. Sarurday a1the North 
Campus MeuoLifik stop, 
the west-bound crain was 
evacuated due to a fire. 
Northeast Fire District 
\v:IS on the scene within 
10 minutes. FJaine Draper 
and her friend Ti[3lla Shi-
yan were on rheir way to 
the airpon when me train 
began to smoke. 
"There was smoke com-
ing from undernCli th [!.he 
train] and men the uain 
SlOpped and lhey an-
nounced 'everybody ger 
off Ihe (nUn,'" Draper said 
while W3.iting curbside 
widi her luggage for a cab. 
Mareun Czernikiewia, 
graduate, im ernational 
MBA, had planned fO mke 
rhe MetroLink home after 
his class <:oncluded. 
"1 was going to rake me 
Mereo back and the closer 
I got the more smoke [here 
was and then 1 sawall the 
people so I kind of figured 
something was going on,~ 
Czemilciewin said. 
Draper said Ihat the 
smoke snlelled Mawful,w 
and Cz.emikiewia 5.1id he 
witnessed a woman tak-
en from the station on a 
Stretcher. 
"J mink ;, ro,y h"" 
been because of the fumes," 
he said. 
The fire occurred be-
cause a wheel on uu." left 
fronr side of the train was 
leaking hydraulic Huid, ac-
cording to Metrolink se-
curity. 
Mlt happened lx."Cause 
of an overheated wheel 
bearing," St:lnley Hogan, 
CJ:prain of Nonheast Fire 
DiStrict, said. "It gOt hot 
enough to nan a fire with <I: 
li tlie bit of grea<;e and rub-
ber.-
See FIRE, page 5 
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Police cracking down 
on parking violations 
II> JEN O' HARA 
Staff Writer 
Campus police at the Uni-
versity of Missouri·St. Louis 
are bcroming less lenient and 
are cracking down on tho.~e 
who violate parking rules and 
regulations on campus. There 
ha.~ been an increase in the 
numher of parking tickets is-
sued and reports of cars being 
booted. 
~1 know someone who 
has gotten two ticket.~ JUSt 
Ihi5 semester," Edwin Butler, 
sophomore, liberal studies, 
said. ~Just walking through 
parking lots on campus, I see 
a 101 each day." 
Olher students repon that 
Lhey arc receiving tickets on a 
more regular basis. 
"J've actually gotten five 
or six tick.ets," Katie Feld-
men, junior, international 
business, said. ~And this se-
mester, I gOt a warning about 
a bool." 
Tony Rosas, EM driver, 
said Ihere are numerous tick-
ets given out daily to students 
who do not follow the' rules. 
~This morning, 1 gave OUI 
four tickets at the: m~lers {O 
students who do n .... t have 
student permits, hu t park at 
the meters," Rosas said. 
See TI CKETS, page 4 
Sigma Pi suspended 
II> JESSICA KEl l & 
GENE DOVEl 
Friday, Sepl. 11, the Delta 
Zeta chapter of Sigma Pi was 
suspended hy their nalional 
chapter and had to cancel 
their "Wet n 'X'ild n party 
scheduled fo r SalUrday .. Sept. 
12. 
'Ihe ~Wet 'n Wild" party 
\v:IS [0 fearu re a wei t-shirt 
comesl and \\'3S open to [he 
public, wi th door charges for 
males and a S9 charge for 
"VIP scating." according to 
a flyer passed OUt by Ihe fra· 
lern it)'. 
c.J. Momiel, president of 
the chapter at [he University 
of Missouri-St. Louis provid-
ed 77Jt Currrntwith a wrinen 
statement on Thursday. 
~On Friday Septc-mber 
II rh at 9am, the Ddra Zeta 
C hapler was suspended by 
the nat ional office due to 
FJPe violal ions regarding 
[he parry Ihe following da}',~ 
Montiel wrote. 
See SIG MA PI. page 3 
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... JASON BECKRING 
Staff Writer 
111e University of Mis-
souri-51. Louis honored me 
220· annivers:J.ry of the U.S . 
Constitution on lbu rsday. 
Constirution Day is ~n an-
nual feder:ll commemora-
tion that Vom celebrated diU; 
ye:tr :H UM -St. Louis with :l 
debate on the proposed Con-
ceal and Carry law. The law 
would seck to o:pand the 
privileges of the individual 
and allow individuals ro carry 
the weapon on =pus. 
The: afternoon began wim 
a light snack and was fol-
lowed by heavy debate. VM-
S£. Louis invited a \~.uiel)' 
of speakers [0 me rable. Dr. 
Dave RobertSOn, professor of 
political science, pro\'ided the 
assembly wim an introduc-
tion to the Second Amend-
ment's origin and content . 
Robertson said that there 
are some vague points of the 
Consdtulion. 
"Many of the amend-
ments to che Constitution 
are Ultelear," Robertson said, 
~even a linle bit contradic-
tory, so it's no wonder m:n 
che OIe:lI1 ins of th is is being 
comested:' 
RobertSon offered poll 
data nom me Gallup Corpo-
ration ci6ng that a majoriry 
of people do not own a gun 
or keep one in their house-
hold. The majoriC)' of people 
mat own guns are maie, and 
dle most ownerslup is seen 
i.ll the South. The polls show 
that there is not a large dif-
ference between gun ownern 
and their polilical affiliadons. 
Rick Rosenfeld, professor 
of criminology, was inviced to 
provide an objective explana-
tion fo r violent crime in me 
metropolitan area. Rosenfeld 
said that while St. Louis does 
rank high in the crime rate, 
he is a critic of the ranking 
system. citing a disctepancy 
between the carJJogi ng ofSt. 
Louis City and me St. Louis 
Metropolitan Area. 
Roscnfeld said he is un-
convinced of che posidon 
that Clmpl15 crime r:Hes are 
high and would be lessened 
by the permissibiliry of fire-
arms. Rosenfeld said that 
in comparison with odlcr 
campuses, UM-St. Louis is 
~ teasonabl)' safe.~ Rosenfeld 
also questioned the "mar-
ginal benefits of permicring 
firearms on the campus COIl?-
pared to the marginal COSt to 
drive an already low crime 
("',ICC even lower." 
"A few faCts are reasonably 
clear. mere is a relationship 
between high rates of firearm 
ownership and firearm vio-
lence," Rosenfeld said, "The 
relationship works in both 
direcrions.·' 
The debate conti nued as 
Missouri Sen. Jim Lembke • 
Republican, and Rep. Jami-
lah Nasheecl, Democrat. rook 
me podium. Lembke was in 
suppOrt of the Conceal and 
Carry Law. The legislators 
fielded questions fro m mod-
eralOr Robertson and che au-
dience. 
"If we arc willing 10 gi\"(~ 
up our Second Amcndment 
rights to keep and bear arms. 
whats next?" Le mhke asked . 
"We have an objective stan-
dard and mat is the Con-
stirution. That is what we 
should hold all of our bws up 
againsL" 
Read more at 
www.thecurrentonline.com 
Rotary Club provides ethical advice 
... AARON HOlDMEYER 
Staff Writer 
Upon entering room 118 
of me Social Science Build-
ing on Tuesday, ~rudents saw 
three individuals sitting in 
front of a black board with 
the words «SI. Louis Rotary 
Club Ethics Panel" chalked 
on ie. The panel W'aS due ro 
Start mal evening on me an-
niversary of the failure of 
Lehman Brothers. Wim this 
unique day at hand, could 
busines~pcople of the same 
generation as Bernie Madoff 
provide anything useful for 
me future businesspeople? 
The coordinator of the 
event, Dr. Malaika Horne, 
director of Universiry of 
M issouri-Sr. Louis Executive 
Leadership Consonium, said 
thar the Rocary Club and its 
representatives have a lot to 
offer to students. 
~Ethics is universal," 
Horne said. "'There is some 
cuJrural norms and some 
relative aspects to ethics, but 
since time immemorial there 
have been certain standards 
of behavior mat we as civi-
lized, so to speak, human be-
ings should adhere to." 
Horne also said mat mese 
could influence me students 
today, and mat ethics is a uni-
versal topic dlat transcends 
,",-
After Horne gave her 
opening comments, the 
three Rotary Club members 
individually presented case 
studies that had proven to be 
difficult ethical dilemmas in 
their careers. 
Tom Teasdale, an accom-
plished architect in Sr. Louis, 
explained the problem of 
having to be dishonest in or-
der to gain work and prevent 
job loss. 
Bev Burnham, business 
career coach, provided a case 
study in which her employer 
was blatantly lying to its cli-
ents ahoUi nerworking pos-
sibil iti<;s, and whether she 
should continue to work in 
such an environment. 
The last presenter, Chris 
Blake, the executive director 
for Downtown Children's 
Center, described a situation 
in which a decision had to 
be made to either protect me 
wishes of many or to provide 
care for a needy few. When he 
explained his ethical· philoso-
phy, his opening eommenrs 
summed up the response 
from che students: "[Ethics] 
is something thai evolves 
mrough our lives, primar-
ily through the mistakes mat 
we make and the lessons we 
learn (rom them,· Blake said. 
After each of melr pre-
sentations, students from 
me audience pur forth what 
mey thought to be appropri-
ate responses ro these conUl1-
drums. The variery of answers 
highlighted widespecrrum of 
ideas mat were held in the 
room. 
In me wake of currenr 
~onomlc meltdown, cettain 
business programs have been 
blamed fo r' - the unethical 
standards practiced by their 
graduates. Marcus Washing-
ron, junior, business, found 
mis not to be the case at 
UM-St. Louis. " In order to 
pass me classes, you have to 
be echical," Washington said. 
Washington. said the 
teachers at UM-St. Louis arc 
very diSciplined ~nd cle:u on 
me subject of ethics, but also. 
that every day life provides 
even bener iearning oppor-
tunities. 
Read more at 
WWN.thecurrentoniine.com 
Mind of Peace 
success in Israel 
~ CATE MARQUIS 
A&E Ediror 
The Mind of Peace Experiment, a grass~ 
fOOlS negotiations o:pcriment in Middle 
EaSt peace-making, began in the Midwest at 
the Univcrsi ty ofMissouri-SL Louis. Now, it 
has been tried in the Middle East. 
, 
The most recenr Mind of Peace Experi-
ment took place in Beit JalaiBeit Lehem in 
Israel/Palestine on Aug. 29. The experiment 
had originally been scheduled fo r me previ. 
ous weekend on Aug. 23, bur 'was canceled 
at the last minute. 
Another anempr was not expected unti l 
January 201 0, according to ilS primary orga-
niur, Israeli Dr. Sapir Handelman. 
Suddenly, everything came rogether. 
Handelman v.'aS a visiting professor at 
m .. 1-St. Louis in the 2008-2009 school year 
and originated this modd for negotiating in 
the Israeli-Palestinian confl ict on this cam-
pus in December 2008. 
A second [rial of tbe experiment, this 
time with srudent panels. took place on 
campus in early 2009. 
" Pan of our agenda in the Center fo r 
lnternauonal Studies is [0 generate interest 
in international affairs," said Joel G lassman, 
the director of the unler fo r International 
Srudies at UM-St. Louis, the organization 
that sponsored the Mind of Peace Experi-
ments on campus. 
See MOPE,'page S 
, 
CORRECTIONS 
The Current regrt'ts that sometim es 111 the 
making oj tJJiJ p lfblieati01l, we ma~ mistakes. 
What ~ do 1IOt "K"' is corrtcting our mis-
takN. Please let /.1$ know of arty COr7?ctions that 
nud to bt made. 
On page one, in the caption £ot the photo 
"No parties?" "Sigma Tau" should be aSigma 
Tau Gamma. ~ 
On page eight, the headline for the article 
on women's soccer should read: -"'Women's 
soccer in full swing, limit Rangers to a mea-
ger three goals.R 
On page 11, the movie review for "9" 
jumped to page 22, not page 12. 
On page 23, me crossword clues did nOt 
match up with the crossworo lines. We wiU 
be sure to proofread the crossword in the 
futu re. 
To "port an)' (orrmions, pk4Jt (Ollta(t 
The Cllrrtnt ar 314-51 6-5171 OT by e-mail at 
,hrcJ4rmlttipWPumsl.n/lf. You (411 also stop by 
OUT olfius, located lit 388 Mi/k'mill11/ SmLkm 
Crotn: 
Montiel w.I5 referr ing to the 
Fraternal information and Pro-
gramming Group (FIPG) [isk 
management policy that the 
Sigma Pi fraterniry requires all of . 
meir chapters to adhere to. 
Ifa fratern ity or sororiry agrees 
to abide by the FIPG policies, 
the)' pledge ro follow a number 
of rules addressing topics such as 
hazing, alcohol, panies, sexual 
harassment, drugs and fire safety. 
According to an e-mail sent 
to the Delta Zeta chapter's ex-
ecutives from Mark Briscoe, ex-
ecutive director of Sigma Pi. the 
UM-St. Louis chapler was "well 
aware" ofHPG guidelines previ-
ous ro their suspension. 
~ \X'ith this knowledge of our 
policies, which are enforced for 
your protection as well as the 
international organizadon, you 
have made a conscious decision 
to break them. This will nOt be 
tolerated," the e-mail said. 
Though Montiel did not pro· 
\' ide further derails on me specif-
ic FlPG policies mat the chapter 
violated. Briscoe explained {he 
specifics in a phone interview 
wim tht CIlr7?"t. 
The national chaprer, Briscoe 
said, real iud thar me Delta Zet'iJ. 
chapter was violating policy via 
an open Facebook group adver-
tising the "Wet n Wjld~ party 
Friday. 
~There were numerous things 
(on Facebook] that we will not 
tolerate." Briscoe said. 
"One is an open party. Fll?G 
guidelines specifY rhar we will 
n~t have. open parties [and] mar 
is for a safety factor, for a Iiabilil)' 
factor. [Parties] mllst be wim a 
guest list. [Also]. ir is in recrui t-
ment period. [parties an:-l to be 
dry, with no alcoholic beverages 
at all , and also with regards to 
the wet t-shirt oonrc:st that was 
another 'red-flag' that we abso-
lutely do not condone and will 
not TOlerare." 
The DeJea. Zeta chapter was 
caken off suspension last Monday 
around 10 a.m. 
KOn Monday September 14m 
the Delta Zeta chaprer was lift-
ed off of suspension and placed 
back' on good standing with the 
national office," Monciel WTOte. 
According to Briscoe, the 
SEPTEMBER 21 , 2009111", [ urrrnr 13 
SIGMA PI, from page 1 
chapter was taken off suspension 
after me national office and the 
Delta Zeta chapter were able to 
come to an agreement uwim re-
gards to social acti\'itie.s and how 
dtcy wou.ld be conducted.~ 
"[The Delta Zeta chapter] has 
a clear undemanding that parties 
such as the "Wet n Wild~ party, 
will not happen. Not this year, 
not next year, not the year afn:r," 
Bmcoe said. 
~From what I understand 11 
has happened in the past and 
we are nOt going to lec it happen 
again· 
When asked to comment on 
the chapter's party the weekend 
of Sept. 4 and S, called me uAny_ 
thing hut Clothes~ party, Briscoe 
said he was unaware thaI the par-
t}' \Vas conducted. 
In Manders starement he re-
fem:d 10 me photo caplion prim-
ed in me Sept. 14 editir:lIl of 71Je 
Current. specifically memioning 
a quote taken from cwo members 
of Sigma Tau Gamma al UM-SL 
Louis. 
~An FIPG regulalion that wa~ 
NOT violated was advertising 
free alcohoL -Ibe member of Sig-
ma Tau Gamma ""'as in fact mis-
quoted saying that and a letter 
of retraction will be sent to The 
Currmt shonly: Montiel WfOte. 
However, the quote from the 
Sigma Tau Gamma members was 
not "misquoted." although me 
members rna)' have misspoken. 
AddiuonalJ}', a letter of rem.c· 
rion ""'as never sent to "/ht CIIT-
mzr from either member quoted 
from Sigma Tau Gamma. 
When asked whether or not 
the Ddta Zeta chapter advertised 
free aleohol on Facebook, Briscoe 
made a clarification. 
"I don'[ mi nk it was fTee al-
cohol Ithat alerted (he fraternity 
monitors]," Briscoe said. 
"I mink it was me admission 
at the door. As fM as supplying 
free alcohol, I do not mink rhat 
was said [on Facebook]. I think 
I saw on there 'BYOB' but 11 
dOC$n't maner, We do not allow 
charging at [he door, we do not 
allow open C'o·ents." 
Additionally, Briscoe clarified 
that m e "BYOB" reference was 
a violation of policy because reo 
cruiunent related social events 
The Delta Zeta chapter of Sigma Pi's house. after the cancellation of 
the nWet NWildH party scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 12. 
LIl 
Wl-'EN Sa~fd3)'; Sept 
In>. 9.."..""", 
WHERE' s,g"", P, Ho.,. .. 
8&45:Ut 6 ....... 
W 0 t..m:. '8+ .... 
VALID I ems "" 
COL EGE 
WHY' Cue. You Won t 
Fi ld " hOT:"E~ 
WETTEF' "-/II, OER 
P An 
The flyer advertising the · Wet n Wild" Party. 
are supposed to be alcohol-fret: at 
Sigma Pi. 
Si nce me Facebook page ad-
vertising the "Wet n Wild" party 
has been ~moved, Bmcoe could 
nO! eonfirm or deny whether or 
nOt there were risque photos on 
me page. 
Jessica Long, G reek Life advi-
sor at UM -St. Louis. said thai the 
universiry cannot monitor frater-
ni ry parties off campus. 
The houses ate not owned hy 
m e school and therefore "don't 
Fall under universiry jurisdic-
tion 
However, {he women's soror-
il)' houses ~ all owned by the 
univerSity, and must comply 
with Residential Life policy. 
Long also said that although 
she h:td heard of FlPG policy 
prior to last Friday, she is nOt well 
versed in the guidelincs. 
She explained that it is the 
choice of the fraternity or soror-
ity to· adopt FIPG policy. The 
university, she WCnt on to say, 
does not monitor or enforce 
FIPG rules. 
What do you think about the suspension? Let us know: thec:urrenttlp s@umsl.edu 
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Statshot 
UNDERCURRENT 
by (hera Meyer 
The debate rages on for the leagality of 
marijuana. Should medical marijuana 
be legal? Why or why not? 
YunhoKim 
Sophomore 
Bio-Med 
T~' ~ , , , . 
, . 
lyanne Perez 
Freshman 
Engineering 
Kevin Cox 
Freshman 
Pre-Med 
Jasmine Collier 
Junior 
Mari<eting 
Robert Evans 
Senior 
"'t should be lega l. 
It is supposed to 
relieve pain ." 
~ It shouldn't be legal 
because it makes 
people dumb," 
"It destroys your 
mind. People 
shouldn 't use it. 
Period. It is a 
dang erous drug." 
" It should be legal!" 
"It should be legal. 
It is natural and 
organic and helps to 
relieve pain." 
International Business 
Now that we've asked you, 
it's your turn to ask US! · 
www.thecurrentonline.com thecurrent@umsl.edu 
POll 
In general, do you feel that the laws covering the sale of firearms shou ld be 
made more stri ct. less strict, o r kept as they are now? 
Results taken from a Gallup Poll in Oct 2008 
There have been com-
pb.lnts from students char 
the booting or c:ars bas be-
come an increased problem. 
TIle Parking and Transporta-
tion depanmem disagrees. 
According [Q Parking and 
Transportation, {he majority 
of booting cases occur wben 
cars have alumni permits that 
do nor march rbe car type or 
license. 
Parking and Transporta-
tion is concerned that unveri-
fied cars that fill up campus 
parking will take place or po-
tential students, speakers and 
other guests of che university. 
According to Leonidas 
Gutierrez, !.he manager of 
Parking and Transponation, 
customer service, not being 
the "bad guy," is the primary 
goal of Parking and Transpor-
tation. 
"We have limited park-
ing for guests, and in order 
to make it available parking 
spaces, we have to issue tick-
" Gutierrez said. 
TICKETS, from page 1 
students abuse it, and they 
try to hide if at locations, and 
we n~d guesrs. They could 
be a prospective student. If 
you're a studcm, you have (0 
park in the srudem parking." 
G utierrez 5.1id that Park-
ing and T ranspon:ation aims 
to help students OUI as well. 
"We try to foclls more on 
cusromer service:' said G uri-
errt..'"Z. " For example. some-
body calls and arc like, ' I'm 
ill wday. let me park in the 
handicapped space.' We're 
like, ·OK. Only for the day.' 
The)' JUSt have to caU. Or we 
have 'Meet me in the parking 
lor,' and we go over ro them 
ro assist.~ 
Gurierrez also said coun-
terfeit UM-St. Louis parking 
permits are e:uily detecred. 
The pennir is designed ro 
specifications of Parking and 
Transportation that are not 
easily copied. 
Because of this, ciutions 
for counterfeit permits have 
• 
More strict 
• 
le!.S Strict 
Kept as now 
• No opinion 
This week: 
Should medical marijuana 
be legal in the state 
of Missouri? 
Answer at 
WNW.thecurrentonline.com 
occurrence in the p:U1 rew 
years. 
~My team spends less dme 
seeing if parking p~rmits 
arc legal, so we can do more 
custOmer service," Gutierrez 
said. 
The Parking and Trans-
portation websi te says: ''All 
srudel,H, fuculty, and alumni 
who wish, ro park a mOlOr ve-
hicle on University property 
are required to have a valid 
parking permit." All persons 
mU$f pack in their designated 
areas on campus. Seventy-five 
percell[ of rhe ca.mpus park-
ing lots are designated fo r 
students. 
Parking permits mUSt be 
displayed on the lower left, 
outside rear window on the 
driver's seat side. For trucks 
or converribles, permits mUSt 
be placed on outside front 
windshield, lower right cor-
ner. Parking perm its em be 
purchased at the C:uhier's 
O ffi ce in the Millennium 
~1ondal', S£UEMBER 14,20 09 
Peace DisturbancelStealing Attempt Over SSOO.OO-Clark Hall 
At about 9:30 AM a student walked into the computer lab in Clark Hall and began to create 
a disturbance, and then proceeded to walk out with a lap-top computer. The suspect then sat 
in the hallway of the building and started using the computer without permission. When the 
UMSL Police arrived the suspect became belligerent and refused to cooperate. The suspect did 
give the computer back to ITS personnel. At one point the suspect left the building and walked 
outside. The officers arrested the suspect for peace disturbance and attempted stealing. She 
was transported to the Police Station where she was processed for the offenses. 
Wednesday SEPTEM HER ]6 2009 
Drug Violation-Millennium Ga rage South 
Around 4:30 PM a suspicious person was located sitting in a car in the garage. He said that 
he was waiting for a friend to come back from the lab to take him home. At about 8:00 PM a 
witness came into the UMSL Police Station to report a suspicious subject. The witness advised 
that the subject was standing on the Metro-Link Tracks and splashing water on his face and 
was unresponsive to the witness. When the witness walked back out he observed the subject 
walking toward the Millennium Garage. The UMSl Police Officers located the subject walk-
ing on the ramp of the North Millennium Garage acting very strangely. Once located it was 
determined to be the same subject that they saw earlier in the parted car. The subject was 
brought back to the car where the investigation revealed the subject was under the influence 
of a Narcotic Drug, and the subject has a criminal past of a Heroin Drug Arrest A subsequent 
search of the suspect indicated a recent needle track injections in his leg and arms. A search of 
the vehicle located some Drugs, believed to be Heroin, a box of needles and drug parapherna-
lia. The Suspect who is not affiliated with UM5L was arrested. When the UM5l Police located 
the owner of the car it was learned that she is an UMSL Student who has multiple arrests for 
drug violations. When she returned to the car, she was subsequently detained, searched and 
found to also be in possession of drugs (most likely Heroin). Both suspects were arrested and 
brought to the station and processed for the Drug Violation Charge. The drugs that were seized 
will be sent to the 51. Louis County Crime lab for testing. This matter wilt be sent to the 51. louis 
County Prosecuting Attorneys Office for review of the criminal charges, and will also be sent to 
Student Affairs for Student Code of Conduct Violations. 
Thursda y,- SEPTEMBER 17.2009 
Stealing Under $500.0D-Daughters of Charity 
Between 9·16-09 1 1 :OOAM and 9-17-091:30 PM person(s) unknown stole the victim's bicycle 
from the front of the building. The victim had her bike locked to the rack, and it appears that 
the suspect cut the lock and stole the bike. This bike is described as a Schwinn Brand 10 Speed 
bicycle valued at SlOO.OO. There are no_suspects in this incident. 
Animal Bite-Front of Mark Twain Bui ld ing 
About B:OO PM ttie victim (an UMSl Student) was bitten by a dog in front of the Mark Twain 
Building. The dog (a large Akita) was on a leash and was being walked by the owner. The 
victim suffered two puncture wounds to his arm. The owner of the dog was approached by 
the victim and asked if his dog was friendly, and the owner said, • NO not real!y~ . The victim 
decided to pet the dog anyway and the dog bit him on the hand. The victim went into the 
building to seek medical treatment and the dog and owner left. The UM5l Police found the 
owner walking his dog nearby in Mansion Hills and detained him. The owner admitted that his 
dog was the one involved and also that his dog bit someone back in May of this year. Animal 
Control Officer from St.louis County was called and subsequently took the dog into custody. 
Fridn: SEPTEMBER 18,2009 
St.ea ling Under S500.00-Daughters of Cha rity 
Between 12:30 PM and 3:30 PM person(s) unknown stole the victim's bicycle from the front 
of the building. The victim had his bike locked to the rack, and it appears that the suspect cut 
the lock and stole the bike. niis bike is described as a Trek Brand 21 Speed valued at SBOO.OO. 
There are no suspects in this incident. 
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Crimeline 
Remember that crime prevention is a community effort, and anyone hav-
ing information concerning t hese, or any othe r incidents sho uld contact the 
Cam pus Police. It is very necessary for everyone t o lock their doors when 
they are out. Even if it is only for a minute or two, a simple lock ing of the 
door wi ll prevent most thefts from occurring. As a reminder, please report 
any suspicious people or activity to the UMSL Campus Police immediately by 
calling 9 11 if it is an emergency, o r the main number of 3 14-516-5 1 55. 
Czcmikicwicz took photos 
of me smoke witb his cellular 
pnone while standing off me 
platform. He said mat me 
smoke was · really bad.~ 
~rThe fire] looked a lot 
worse than it reaIl)" ..... as,~ Ho-
gan said. 
In order to repair me train, 
Meuo had to call in a derail-
ment crew. 
At the time of the fire it 
was expected mat me train 
could not be moved for four 
According to Glassman, 
the Israeli·Palcstin ian con-
flia has been one of the most 
difficuh and intr:lcrable CO Il -
Ritts. 
The M.O .P.E. uscs a grass-
roots, people-to-people type 
of peace negotiation congress 
thar had been used success: 
fully in Northern Ireland and 
SOUIb Mric.a but had never 
been tried in the Israeli-Pales-
tioian conRict. 
Handelman and co-orga-
nizer Mazen Badra, a Web-
ster University professor who 
is a Palestinian Christian, 
recruited twO panels of Is-
rael is and Palestinians living 
in St. Louis for the twO lo-
cal experiments. Both rimes, 
Handelman and Badra served 
as moderators. Badra spoke 
lasr month about the Mind 
of Peace Experiment at the 
Ethical Society. 
"I always like to talk about 
this subject and create more 
awareness about it," Badra 
said. "I also say yes to any 
inviTation, anybody who asks 
about the subject, because I 
think it is very crucial for the 
fiRE, from page 1 
hours. 
"'To work on the unit, 
Hogan said, "they will have 
to lift it up and secure that 
axil so they don't have prob-
lems when they do move it." 
In the meantime, Meao 
was down a track and had to 
use JUSt one track from Page 
to the airpOrt. Adding to the 
rrafFic, both a Cardinal game 
and a Blues game finished at 
me same time that night. 
MeeroLiJlk riders who 
MOPE, from page 3 
people to know that, what 
this experiment is all about, 
hopefully encouraging more 
and more participation to 
provoke: public debate and 
hopefully comribute fasrer to 
a peaceful solution berween 
the Palesdnians and Israelis 
in the region .~ 
In Israel, Handelman 
again was modcra[Qr on 
the Israeli side for the new 
M.O.P.E . . 
A5 here, panels of six Is-
raelis and six Palestinians met 
to negotiate a model peace 
agreement . . 
This time, the Israeli pand 
included a father who lost his 
daughter [Q violence in the 
conflict and a forme r director 
of a jail for political prison-
ers, according to Handelman. 
The Palestinian panel in~ 
eluded an ex-prisoner, some 
students and a descendent of 
refugees. Most of the Pales-
tinians were Muslim. 
The panel's negotiations 
resulted in the release of 
two documents describing 
the agreements. Among the 
points in them was a mutual 
were evacuated from the 
train where the fire occurred 
either had to pack onto :I 
standing-room only (fain or 
nnd another mode of rrans-
portation. 
Draper and Shiyan for in-
StanCe called a cab, and G-
e.mikiewicz called a friend to 
take him home. 
Draper said thar she would 
be: conracting Metro to rdm-
bLirse her for cab fare. in the 
near future . 
agr«ment to recognh.c the 
rights of both sides to es-
tablish a state of their own, 
a gradual reffiov:U of check-
points between Palestinian 
villages, joint Palestinian-is-
raeli manning of border con-
erol points and the discour-
agement of incitement in 
rdigious places and schools, 
and a mutual condemoation 
of violence: on both sides. 
The agreement also OU[-
lined · specifics on setting 
borders between Israel and 
Palestine, including specific 
plans for sep:trate disa:icts in 
Jerusalem and policies on ref-
ugees. Badra expressed both 
hope for the experiment and 
his own commitment to .the 
effort. 
"To me, if I can comrib-
ute even a little bit, if [ can 
save one life, to me that's 
very valuable. Eventually, we 
have to have peace, we can't 
continue to fight each omer,~ 
Badra said. "Ie is our destiny 
to be: together and live on 
that piece of land, so I always 
likc to find means to live in 
peace." 
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Getting a Taste of Ramadan 
.. BRYAN CRAYCRAFT 
Features Editor 
SOFI SECK I THE CURRENT 
Ramadan is (he nimh momh of (he Islamic calendar, and during Ramadan observ:uH Mus-
lims throughout the world fast every day from dawn to dusk, neither eating food nor drinking 
WaleI'. Fasting during the rnomh of Ramadan is one of the Fiye Pillars of Islam, the major 
foundations of Muslim life. 
On Wednesday, the members of the University of Missouri-St. LQuis Muslim Studem As-
sodation (MSA) invited meir fellow studems ro fast with mcm for onc day in an evan called 
the: Fast-a-Thon. 
Non-Muslim panicipams in the Fast-a-lhon were asked [0 sign an agreement pledging ro 
go hungry for a change, and ro ~willing!y and joyfully participate in UMSL MSA's annual Fast-
a-Thon for the benefit of those going hungry every day.~ The fast was observed from 6:24 a.m. 
until 7:43 p.m. 
AI! participants in the Fast·a-Thon were invited to meet in the Cenrury Room of the Mil-
lennium Student Center to break their fast with free food provided by the event sponsors. The 
evening meal after the day-long fast is ca1led 'nar, which means ~ breakfas[~ in Arabic. Since the 
eveot had garnered almOSt 200 pledges, the meal was very weI! attended. 
Kareem Salamdl, senior, biology, is president of the MSA. 
See RAMADAN, page 7 
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HIDDEN ON CAMPUS 
Notes on 'The Underground' 
Before the Millenium Student Center and The Nosh, UM-St. Louis' food stop 
was a train-station-themed cafeteria loca ted beneath the University Center. 
... ANDREW SEAL 
Staff Writer 
The gound floor of the 
University Center has a 
mo::ssy :.;ecret. 
[n one large comer, the 
walls an:: stripped baR, the 
cement ceiling is exposed, 
and miscellaneous renova-
tion supplies and wires lay 
scartered everywhere. 
Welcome to the Under-
ground. It used to be the 
main cafeteria on campus-
(hat is, until the Millennium 
Srudent Center opened in 
the fall of2000. 
Knherine Shaughnessy 
of the class of 1977 remem-
bers it fondly; "It was a huge 
cavernous room and people 
liked to go down there be-
cause there wasn't as much 
traffic as ch= was upsrairs,n 
she said. 
"Going downsrairs is 
where you wouJd go if you 
were going to eat and srudy, 
or meee with a bunch of 
friends and linger.~ 
Shaughnessy worked in 
me Underground for a pe-
riod of three months when 
she artended the Univer-
sity. '" bussed rables,n she 
said. "And back then, we 
had to wear uniforms. Our 
uniforms ... they provided 
them, of course, and it was a 
gold dress with an apronAt 
wasn't quite your high fash-
ion selection.n 
For ehe past nine ye'ars, 
though, The Underground 
has nor been used for much 
of anyiliing. 
It was in tbe Fall of 2000 
that the MiUenium Student 
Center was opened and re-
placed the University Cen-
ter building the designated 
hub of student activity. 
Such a core area of ac-
tivities and :.;ervices is the 
narural home of a univer-
sity's cafeteria, where StU-
denrs faculty members, 
and visitors can break from 
their schedules to meet with 
friends over a meal. 
Pan of it was recently 
portioned off and turned 
into the Telepresence room 
and a few moveable class-
rooms, but for the most 
pan, the largest part of the 
Underground has remained 
empty. 
That is, unti.! Bob Sam-
ples heard about it. 
Samples is the associate 
via: chancdlor for Commu-
nications. 
When he learned of 
the vacancy in the Under-
ground, he knew mat he 
WlUlted it for the Office: of 
Creative Services. 
The Office of Creative 
Services creates -dynamic 
marketing pieces, compel-
ling photography and infor-
mative: campus publications 
for internal and external 
audiences,~ according [Q its 
page on the UM-St. Louis 
web site. 
h is also scattered around 
campus. ~Currencly, we have 
employees_ in four diffi: renr 
locations," Samples said. 
He hopes that by creat-
ing an office space in the 
old Underground, he will be 
able to bring everyone that 
works for Creative Services 
into one place. 
The new Office of Cre-
at ive Services will be mostly 
open, with cubicles lining 
the walls instead of in the 
rniddle, of the room, accord-
ing to Samples. 
There will be a brand-
new photography studio as 
weU as a conference area and 
several closed-off offices in 
the back corners. 
Visit .. "ww.thecurrcmon-
line.com for an exclusive 
video tour of the under-
COnStruction Underground 
space with Bob Samples and 
Andrew Seal. 
The original Under-
ground was divided into ('A'O 
pans: an upper level and a 
lower level. Currencly, the 
upper level plays host to the 
Summit Lounge. 
That wiil not change, 
according to Sampb. The 
lower level is being renovat-
ed into the Creative Services 
offices. 
Master Custodian Joe: 
Johns has bett! working at 
the University for 37 years. 
He used to help set up for 
evenrs in ehe Underground 
when it was still being usW. 
~There was always a lot 
of srufF going on {in the 
Underground]," Johns said. 
~That was a rip-roaring 
building. Thlngs were con-
Stantly going on.~ 
That tradition will hope-
fully continue once the ren-
ovations are complete and 
the new space is occupied. 
"} keep asking if we couJd 
move in over the holidays . 
we may not make that goal," 
Samples said. "We're on the 
fist, though." 
As fot Shaughnessy, she 
is not worried about the 
change. 
"They were doing the 
best they couJd back then, 
but there was maybe a sand-
wich bar, a salad bar, and 
one or twO emrees, and we 
were happy to have them," 
she said. 
"You're lucky to have 
{The Noshl." 
The CJlTTent: How did 
you discover your love for 
cooking and at what age? 
Chef Marvin Mosley: 
From my uncle, actually. He 
worked at a meat-cutting 
facility and would sell bar-
becue out of his car. [While] 
my mother and father were 
al work, I would go along 
with him and be his liale 
helper. I was 14 years old. 
re .. What mJUU you say, 
"liey, 1 want 10 know mon 
about this stuJl"? 
eM; The smile on peo-
ple's faces when they tasted 
the barbecue. [My uncle] 
was a hig guy, about 6 feet 7 
inches, and they called him 
H appy Herman. 
They would laugh and 
gel a smile on their faces 
when mey'd see him. It 
made me .... '3.nt to do it for 
a living; mere's just noth-
ing better than mac. "''hen I 
cook something nice for rhe 
chancellor, it brings a smile 
10 my face. 
TG W1Jen did you de-
cide to go tI) $&/Joo/ to be-
come a chtif? 
eM: 1 actually went to 
West County Tech when I 
was in high school and they 
had a food serviwculinary 
arts program. I took it from 
rny~ sophomore year up un-
til 1 graduated.. l was JUSt a_ 
couple of credits from being 
- tOp tech; but I was beat out · 
by another guy. 
TO You have obviously 
never jorgotte11 thaL. 
eM: No, I h.aven't be-
cause I've al .... -ays wondered 
where he's at now. He went 
on to CIA which is a very 
prestigious culinary school 
in New York, and I stayed 
[in St. l ou.is) and wt!nr to 
Forest Park Communi£}' 
College. I've always won-
dered if he has his own res-
taurant now. 
TO You once told a rto-
ry about !Jow your instruc-
tor rNUk you cook risotto 
agahl and aga;7' ulltil you 
got it right. Do you !Jaue 
Imy other SflJrUs like that? 
eM: People don't un-
derstand mat (instrucrors] 
make you do everything 
over and over again, like 
flipping an egg-\ve had to 
flip abom 300 eggs unti l we 
got "over--easy" right. 
We had ro pass [an ~ 
course. We had to make 
over-easy, over-medium, 
over-weU, poached, five-
minute boiled egg, [and) 
one-rninme boiled egg. Peo-
ple don't understand that it's 
tedious. 
TC: Where else !Jaue you 
worked? 
eM: I've worked for scv-
eral large hotel chains, scv-
eral diR"erem country dubs 
and a really big catering 
company. 1\·e also cooked 
for the Rolling Stones, Mi-
chad Jackson and the R.:lms. 
Te .. How do you plnn 
the menu for The Nosh? 
CM: Me and the catering 
direcmr, Rochelle, collabo-
nne on a lot of the menu 
items. The Market Can·ery, 
that's mostly me. I try to 
find things that aren't tOO 
hard for the cooks to make, 
like risono. 
They make risono, bUI I 
make the riSOttO cakes; those 
are a rwo-da)' process. A lot 
of me orner menus like Sub-
Generation have ro fo llow 
corporate standards. Sub-
Generation is the same no 
matter what college you go 
m . 
Tel WbaL are the big-
gest selhn at the Nosh? 
CM: Sub-Generation is 
the biggest seUer, and The 
Grill is tOO, with piz:z.a com-
ing in third. 
TC: Wbat$ the easiest 
part of your job and what$ 
the hardest! 
CM: The easiest part is 
waking up every day and 
coming in; this is not juS[ a 
job for me, ie's a career and I 
love what I do. The hardeSt 
part is scaying organized. 
7h~ imervirw WIlJ conducted 
byAmlil Mtlri~ c',mm, NrwI 
Ediror for The Current. 
He explained the purpose 
of the Fast-a-Thon: "There's 
three reasons for it. One, is to -
of course raise money. 
lhc second is to bring 
people together from differ-
ent backgrounds, to have :1 
ralk while eating, because 
I think food brings people 
together, it creates an open 
discussion. And [third) JUSt 
to have fun with srudents,H 
Salameh said. 
The money raised by the 
event will go to chariry. 
"We have sponsors that 
take the pledges and donate 
one dollar per person. This 
year that [money) goes to 
'Bile the Bug' from Islamic 
Relie( It's a campaign againsl 
malaria," Salameh said. 
"Our sponsors. in a way, 
want to celebrate the month 
of Ramadan. They want peo-
ple to understand it more. 
Most of our sponsors are 
businesses owned by Mus-
lims." 
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RAMADAN, from page 6 
The Islamic calendar is a 
lunar calendar that does not 
run parallel with the Gregori-
an calendar used in Anleriea. 
In 2009, Ramadan began on 
Aug. 21, and will last until on 
or around Sept. 20. 
Fasting for JUSt one day 
can be hard for anybody, but 
the members of me MSA f.m 
daily for the emire month of 
Ramadan. 
This can be a difficult 
challenge when everybody 
around Ihem is eating frecly 
in the usual American man-
ner. Zeya Obaidi, senior, 
biology, wa.~ spending part 
of his day with some of his 
friends in the MSA, rrying to 
think about something else 
instead of food. 
"My hunger cOlnes and 
goes. We strive to forget 
about it. \Y!e hang OUI with 
each other .. . we ha\·e ro 
pray, too. We c~n't fast with-
out praying hve times a day," 
Obaidi said. 
~. 
IT TAKES YOU 
~;-
The members of the MSA 
have been getting up very 
early in lhe morning to ear 
a meal called Suhoor before 
they star! their fast for the 
rest of the day. 
"You're technically having 
rwo meals a day. You're JUSt 
skipping lunch, and you're 
having that in the morning," 
Nida Jawaid, senior, biotech-
nology, and a member of 
the MSA, said. "The whole 
month is about not having 
excess." 
"Ramadan is a month of 
recharging," $alameh said, 
speaking of what Ramadan 
means to him . 
~There's a lot of praying, 
there's a 10! of thinking about 
what arc you doing in life, 
what is your purpose here. It 
sets a differem mood in Iny 
life. I go to the mosque a lot 
during t!tis momh. Ir gives 
inC more time to th ink about 
my God ." 
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RHA gambles on student recreation with Monday night event 
.. CHRIS STEWART 
Assist. Design Editor 
No night comes on [he heels 
of Welcome Week each fall at The 
University ofMissouri-SL Louis like 
Casino Night. Welcome Week may 
seem like a rough act 10 follow, but 
the sn3regic placement of Casino 
Night adds ro its popularity. 
ous years and was held in the mul-
tipurpose room beneath the Provin-
c;ial House on South Campus. 
The University Program Board 
(UPB) has organi'lcd Casino Night 
in the past. including last year's 
bang-up produccion in the Pilot 
House. 
which can be easily taught to those 
unfamiliar v.irn poker and does not 
require the knowledge of the hil':rnr-
chy of hands. 
The final table was home roTexas 
Hold'em, where a core: group stayed 
for most of the evening. Other Stu-
dems moved from rable to table, 
stopping by the m'o food tables to 
pile plates high with rmir, chccsc: 
and crackers. 
The roulette table offered the 
highest scoring possibilities: a direct 
rut on the specifi c number and color 
the chip is placed on yields a rerurn 
of thirty~five times the amount ber. 
ply let them at the three prizes first-
come-first-serve. 
Jyssaka O'ConneU, junior, com-
municuions, the Event Coordina-
ro f for RHA, noted how RHA pre-
pared and ~dvertised the event. 
Ths year's Casino Night was, il 
seems, designed to be a cO'lier, more 
intense event. 
The night's top spot was taken 
by Sean Crawford, junior. gmphi<: 
design. 
"( made $259,100 and won an 
awesome speaker system," Cr;lwford 
said. 
"R.H.A's rurnout was more than 
sheer luck; I stood outside and [Em-
ily Fuschl handed Our free money 10 
start people off," O'Connell said. 
Beginning ae six p.m. on Mon-
da),. it was me fi rst large Residential 
Hall Association (RHA) event in a 
week or S0, coming set:rningly after 
the initial "trear ~ period- che firs! 
weeks of che semester when a hand-
ful of fun events with prizes, music 
and ocher- frt:t':bies occur. 
Four tables were set up with a 
deaJer:1[ each one. The first table to 
greet swdt:nts w:tS the rouletre rabIe, 
wh ich would b«ome the crudal 
center or acrion toward the end of 
thc night. 
h formed a curioWily appeal-
ing scene as a mass of srudents sat 
with imem faces, deep in betting 
rounds with sta<:ks of color-c;oded 
play money and plates loaded with 
gr;lPes and cheddar c;ubes. 
The top three: money~holders 
","-ere let loose to rake their pick of 
a set of speakers. a 19-inch televi-
sion, and a Canon Powershot digital 
~=. 
Because. it was a confusing and 
ne-llly impossible taSk to count and 
recount each winner's stockpile' of 
money, the RHA coordinators sim-
Sranding nearby, Crawford's en-
thusiasm was evident as he added, 
~I'm excired! Tell everyone that rou-
lette definitely pays off.~ 
Th..is may not have been the in-
tended l($Son of the evening, but 
somehow I think it speaks to RHA's 
success. 
The set-up of Casino Night was 
somewhat scaled down from previ-
There were twO blac;kjac;k tables, 
a swifl nlOVC considering the sim-
plicity and magnetism of the game, 
As the night wore on, it became 
a frami<: rWih to c;ompile as much 
"cashn as possible. 
Ten meals you can make in your dorm 
Because you can't afford Jack in the Box every night 
Ii'- JEN O'HARA 
Sraff Wrifer 
Food selection can be lim-
ired at college. At the Uni-
versity or Missouri-51. Louis, 
only microwaves and mini 
refrigeratOrs are allowed in 
donn rooms. 
While food plans are avail-
able, some say they are lim-
ited and expensive. 
Here Me some meal ideas 
fit for the resources in a dorm 
room. 
Breakfa.n: 
Eggs and Bacon: For the 
eggs, spray or grease a mi-
crowave-safe bowl. Crack the 
eggs intO the bowl. 
Using a fork, whisk che 
eggs, then microwave for 30 
seconds. Remove and stir 
gently so the uncooked egg 
mixes with the cooked egg. 
Place back in the micro-
wave for 10-sec;ond incre-
ments, stirring at the end un-
til eggs become solid. 
For the bacon, place sever-
al layers of paper tOwels over 
the dish. Lay the uncooked 
SOFI SECK I THE CURRENT 
The perennial classic peanut butter and jelly sandwhich in its 
. fu ll glory. A Current tip: try this sandwhich with a glass of milk. 
bacon suips on paper tOwels. 
Place more layers of paper 
towels over bacon. 
On the highest setting. 
cook for three minutes or un-
til golden. AUow one minutc 
to cool. 
~ When my mom was 
going through school, she 
[cooked eggs in the micro-
wave) every Single morning" 
Jonas Kersulis, freshman, 
electrical engineering said. 
Cereal: A never-fail. 
C hoose from several 8avors 
and JUSt add m ilk. For a vari-
arion, add fruit slices. 
Tip: Buy areal rn bulk. It 
is cheaper in the long run! 
Bagels: Grab bagels 
and a small rub of cream 
cheese. When 
try Kellogg's 
cereal bars, 
Lunch: 
on the go, 
Pop-Tarrs, 
or yogurt. 
Ramen Noodles: The clas-
sic college meal. JUSt add wa-
rer and heat! 
Peanut butter and jclly 
sandwiches: Simple, dassie, 
and fast. Grab slices of bread 
and CUStomize a peanUt but-
ter to jelly ratio. 
Soup and salad: Keep a 
______ . _____ . _____ _ ___ ~ __ .___ ~1., . . _ ~ .. .. """ " .. Lo 
small bag of premixed salad 
and dressing in the fridge, 
and heat up a can of soup. 
D inner; 
Pasta: Fill large microwav-
able bowl with a qUart of 
water and pinch of salt. On 
the highest setting, heat the 
waler for 11 to 12 m inutes. 
Make sure if does not boil 
over. 
Add four ounces of spa-
ghetti or ferrucdni noodles. 
Microwave on high for six to 
eight minutes. 
Drain water from pasta. 
Top with spagherti or alfredo 
sauce. For diverse pasta, add 
chicken, meatballs, or veg-
etables. 
lbe spaghetti is good,~ 
Kersulis after tasting a sam-
ple, said. "It's incredible what 
you can do in a microwave." 
Baked pOtaco: Wash and 
dry the pocato. Poke holes 
in the potato £0 vent st~. 
Wrap it rn a paper £Owel and 
pUt it in the microwave. 
Microwave small potatoes 
for three minutes, medium 
potatoes for fou r minutes 
and 30 seconds, and large po~ 
t3£Oeslor six minutes. 
SOFI SECK I THE CURRENT 
They call them 'smores because you can make them in your 
dorm room with comfort and ease. Just add chocolate. 
Let the potatO stand for 
five minutes. C ut open and 
garn ish with cheese. salt, 
pepper, burrer, sour cream, or 
other toppings. 
Hot dogs: JUSt pop twO or 
three in the microwave. Spice 
it up by mixing with maca-
roni and cheese. or garnish 
with cheese, onions or rdish. 
D esen : 
S'more in a bowl: Place 
graham cracker(s) in sniall 
bowL Next, add marshmal-
lows. followed by Hershey's 
chocolate nuggets. Place in 
microwave for 15 £0 30 sec· 
onds. 
Check every five seconds 
because marshmallows can 
over-puff". After h eated, add 
graham c;rackcr all cop. 
So, what do other students 
in the residential halls eat? . 
~Macaroni and c;heese," 
Kersul is said. 
"Macaroni and cheese is 
one of those things where it 
doesn't matter if you make it 
from a stove or in the micro-
wave. It tastes the same." 
Other students use instant 
din nets and packaged foods 
in addition co making their 
meals. -
"[I cat] pizza roUs, ce-
real, vanilla wafers, and 
goldfish," Greg Nelson, 
freshman, business, said. 
"And I love instant coffee." 
Campus 'Prince' brings new perspective 
to rap, politics, school, and 5t. Louis life 
~ SEQUITA BEAN 
Asst. Features Edirer 
Prince Ea, whose real 
name is Richard Williams, is 
a senior honors anthropology 
student at the University of 
Missouri-St. Louis_ 
What separates him from 
orner sruclems is that he is a 
rapper who is slowly gaining 
popularity around St. Louis 
and [he world. 
"He 19ives] you a differem 
outlook on politiCS, rdigion, 
and c readviry; bur in a hip-
hop pc:rspect:ive,n Mike Nel-
son, junior, psychology, said. 
"He delivers not only with 
feding, but with knowledge 
and respect for his under-
s[ancling in srudies thal are 
far from any rapper's dialect. 
He is me evolution of main-
stream.n 
Prince Ea always had a 
knack for poe~ry and putting 
words together. but he began 
recording his raps [0 beats 
during his senior year of high 
school. • 
~Everybody at the high 
school was feding me, so I 
JUSt continued making songs 
afrer that," Prince Ea said. 
He reaiizA{ he had some-
thing special when he up-
loaded videos of himself 
rapping on YouTube and gOt 
positive feedback. 
Today he has over a mil-
lion views collectively on me 
54 videos he has uploaded, 
and over 3,600 subscribers to 
his You Tube channel. 
His mix rape. "The Ado-
lescence", which was released 
last year, has been download-
ed over 10,000 rimes. 
In February he won Vibe 
Magazine's Vibe Verses com-
petition. 
H is prize incl uded a full -
page article in meir June! 
July issue and $5,000 worth 
of studio equipment. Since 
gaining me national ex-
posure, Prince Ea's life has 
cl.",g«i. 
~It's opened a few more 
doors, gor me recognition, 
I've done shows because of it, 
collaborated wim major art-
ists. They respect m e music 
objectively, but Vibe definite-
ly looks good on an applica-
tion," he said. 
However. as wim any case 
of sudden anistic success, his 
newfound recognition has 
not been 100 percent posi-
tive. 
"The ran base is a linle 
scary at ti mes, it has irs perks 
though. I try nOI to have fans, 
I JUSt wam supporters. I don't 
want fanatics. The suPPOrt-
ers keep me going. Without 
them I wouldn't go as hard at 
it ," he said. 
More recendy, Prince Ea 
had me opportunity to work 
with one of his favori te rap-
pers: unibus. 
''l'm actually doing a cou-
ple sOngs ,vith Canlbus. We 
have a project: coming out 
soon with me, Canibus, Pres-
(0, and Sick Since; twO orner 
sick MCs m at people need to 
pay areen lion to," he said. 
As an honors anthro-
pology student, Prince Ea 
does nOt fit the typical rap-
per stereotype. However, 
that doesn't bother him as it 
v .. ould some people. 
"That jusl comes from 
people nOI unders tanding 
the culture of hip-hop. They 
only listen to what is on the 
radio or MTV and BE'I: rn~' 
don't know mat hip-hop is a 
lot more than th.at,· he said. 
"I acrual ly had a conversa-
tion about twO years ago sit-
ting in lbe Nosh and rhis girl 
was like, 'H ow are you going 
to be a sman: rapper~' and 
everyone Started laughing. I 
sat back and statTed thinking 
about that. Are rappers sup-
posed ro be inherently stupid 
people?-
Eventually he wantS to go 
mainstream. 
"This is definitely my job. 
I gel paid from COment that I 
produce, I get paid [Q get on 
people's songs-I do it OUt of 
the love [00, bur I'm really se-
rious about it ,· he said. 
Check our Prince Ea's mu-
sic al http: //www.youtube. 
- comlthamagicsh02003 or 
h np:llwww.myspace .coml 
PrinceEa. 
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Spend a year abroad in Maine? 
Some students may not know it, but here at UM-St. Louis 
there is more than one way to be an exchange student 
... MARK WEBBER 
Staff Writer 
Some students may be 
looking to get away for a 
while, or may want ro have 
a cultural ly enriching expe-
rience without the expense 
and distance of an inter-
national study abroad pro· 
gram. 
For those students, the 
UniverSity of Missouri-51. 
Louis offers me National 
Student Exchange program. 
For the last tcn years, the 
program has allowed Stu-
dents at UM-51. Louis to 
study at a different wliver· 
sity in the Uni ted States or 
Canada for the period of a 
semester or an entire },1'aI. 
Chad H anki nson, Co-
ordinator for The National 
Smdent Exchange (NSE) 
program at UM-St. Louis, 
describes me program as a 
domenic parallel to a study 
abroad program. 
NSE offers approximate-
ly 200 exchange si tes in 48 
States, three U.S. territories, 
the District of Columbia, 
and six Canadian provinces. 
uThere are man)' advan-
tages to NSE, some academ· 
ic and some more personal,n 
Hankinson said. 
"What you will get out 
of it depends on your rea-
sons for going on exchange. 
Studenrs have many reasons 
to participate, including ex-
ploring areas of study nOt 
offered at thei r home 
institutions, testing 
the WaterS at a school 
or cit}' thai they are 
considering for grad-
uate work, searching 
for job oppon unities 
in a new ciry, check-
ing OU I different parts 
of the country, or juS! 
gerring out of thei r 
comfOrt wnes for a 
while.~ 
No marter !.he 
reason, Hankinson 
clUnk.. "" p<og= 
is an extraordinary 
growth experience fo r Stu-
dents. 
A reasonable worry fo r 
stude nts migh t be Ihe COSI 
of such a program. 
Study abroad programs 
may often sound like an 
amaz.ing experience, but 
paying college mition can 
be hard enough withou t 
the added com of studying 
abroad. 
Sometimes the COSt OUt· 
weighs the experience. 
However, according to 
hnp:llwww.nse.org, the cost 
of a semester or year at an-
other college involved in the 
NSE program is either the 
same as what the studem al-
ready pays al UM-St. Loui s, 
or is priced at the in-state 
COSt of the school they are 
temporarily attending. 
Hankinson said that this 
is a slow year for NSE lit 
UM-5t. Louis. He counts 
only twO CtUrent students 
who are Out on exc;hange; 
one is in Pueno Rico and the' 
Ol her is in New York City. 
However, mere are eleven 
students visiting UM -5t. 
Louis for ei ther a semesler 
or for a full year from other 
areas of the country. Han· 
kinson said. 
"We have students from 
Jackson State UniverSity, 
UniverSity of Wy'oming, 
University of Alaska, Unl-
versiey of Maine, Un iversity 
of Calgary, JUSt to name a 
few. As you can see, these 
students are coming from 
diverse areas and are also 
coming for diverse reasons.» 
Considering only [WO 
st udents from UM-St. Louis 
are involved in the program, 
Hankinson thinks that Stu-
dents are unaware of the op-
portunity NSE provides for 
them. 
"I W~nt students to know 
that a program like this is 
available to them at UMSL, 
and that it is easy fo r them 
10 rake advantage of it,» 
H ankinson said. 
"For slUdents who want 
to get away and have a 
unique experience, but may 
be overwhelmed by a study 
abroad experience, this is a 
great chance for them to do 
so.~ 
In addition to ac ting as 
coordinaror ofNarional Stu-
dent Exchange. Hankinson 
is also an assistant teaching 
professor at UM·SI. Louis's 
Pierre Laclede Honors Col-
lege. 
H e can be reached at the 
Provincial House for funn er 
information . 
Hankinson hlld more ro 
add for students who might 
be interested in such a pro-
gram: 
" I m ink it's a very impor-
tant pan of the education 
experience to get away and 
challenge yourself in ways 
that you can'l by staying 
dose to home. NSE is a ter-
ri fic way to do that." 
just a' bustin' out of our 
britches to give you the 
news! 
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Men's soccer knocks offUIS, splits two-game road trip 
.... CEDRIC WIL l1AM S 
Sport5 Editor 
That has to be the think~ 
ing of the University of t.·lis~ 
souri-SL Louis men's soccer 
team, after it won its second 
str:!ight Sunday afternoon 
th riller, 2-0, against Great 
Lakes Valley Conference 
newcomer lllinois-Spring~ 
fidd. 
l...:ut week, [he Tritons 
pulled OUt one of the pro-
gram's mOSt thrilling wins of 
reccnt memory by scoring in 
[he final minute of regulation 
to tie the game. 
Then, UM-St. Louis won 
on a penal ty kick by Johnny 
O'Mara, sophomore, busi -
ness marketing, in overtime 
against \,('isconsin-Parkside. 
On Sunday, the Tritons 
did nO( wait unci! the !an 
minute to get going. 
Jack McKenna, junior. 
mechanical engineering, gave 
UM~S[. Louis its first first -
half Ie-ad of the season when 
he banged home his fi rst goal 
of the season on a shot fw m 
the close right wing in the 
42nd minute. . 
The Tritons held that lead 
uncil the 72 nd minute, whe n 
Ch ris Clarkin, senior, ac-
coum ing, blasted a shot from 
the top of the box past UIS 
goalkeeper Jeremy C:trnes for 
his first goal of the season. 
Already this season. scven 
Triton players have found till:' 
back of the net. nlat is a con-
siderahle improvement ovcr 
last year, when at this point, 
only four players had scored 
for UM-St. Louis, with only 
eight players scoring the 
whole season. 
The 2-0 advantage was 
all Triton goalkeeper, TIm 
Boruff. sophomore. account-
ing, would need. 
H e- pbyoo. all 90 minutes 
in net and fCcordoo. seven 
sa,'cs. for his second shutout 
of the season .. 
UM~S[. Louis dominat-
ed play from srnn 10 finish 
again$[ UIS, outshooting the 
Pr:l.irie Stars 14-9 . 
UIS did manage to gel 
more of its shots on goal, 
seven to Ut.·I ~St. Louis's six. 
But TrilOn defenders Justin 
Barv.' ick, junior. busine$S, 
Mike McCanhy, freshman, 
engineering. Joe Randazzo. 
senior. media studies. and 
Ryan VInes, senio(, business 
adm inistrntion, refused to al-
low the Prolirie StarS any seri-
ous scoring chances. 
The fi nal result on Sun-
day for UM-Sr. Louis was a 
complete reversal from what 
happenoo. Friday night. That 
evening. the Tritons were in 
Romeoville, Ill., to take on 
Le. ... is University in a!lorher· 
GLVC contest. 
UM-St. Louis was the 
more aggressive team for 
most of the match, ourshoot-
ing Lewis 1+1l. 
But me Tritons JUSt 
couldn't get anything past 
Lewis goalkeeper Sebastian 
Kieru:z.al. 
The Flyers finally broke 
the scoreless tie with a goal in 
the 68th minute, men added 
another in the 80th minute 
to put the game away. 
The I -I toad uip means 
Ut.'I-St. Louis will come back 
[0 campus with a 2-2~2 over-
all record, and a 2-1-2 mark 
in the conrerence. 
The Tritons currenrly sit 
in eighth place in the G LVC 
st:lod.ings, owning me hst 
qualifying SpOt in the COll-
ference's postsC'.tSOn tourna~ 
ment, if the season endoo. 
today. 
The Tritons wil! host thrtt 
matches at Don Dall?S Field 
this week. 
The first will be ·Tueschy. 
Sept. 22, when UMSL will 
hosl Harding Universi{)' in 
. a non-conference clash ar 3 
p.m. 
rJhen, on Friday. Sepr. 
25, the TrilOns will rerurn ro 
GLVC action with a match 
ag:tinst Quincy UnivC:l:Siry. at 
7 p.m. 
The thrtt-match homcs-
.ta!ld will conclude on Sun-
day. Sept. 27, when GLVC 
rh-al Rockhum Uni"ersiry 
comes to visit. First kick that 
day will be at 2:30 p.m. 
Women's soccer brings home their first win on the road 
... ANTHONY PADGETT 
Asst. spons Editor 
Around noon on Sunday, 
the University of Mi~ouri­
St. Louis WOmen's soccer 
learn look on the University 
of jllinois-Springfield in a 
Great Lakes Valley Confer~ 
ence showdown both teams 
were determined to wilt. 
"Che Trirons were hoping 
to walk away with theit first 
road win of lhe season. The 
Prairie Stars were looking for 
their firs t conference win of 
the season. 
"Che game would go score-
less until the second half 
when the Trirons took rhe 
lead and never looked back. 
Danielle Dahm. senior, 
business, scored the first goal 
in the 59th minute unassist-
ed. "nle Trirons would score 
three more unassisted goals 
hy jessica Hampton , junior, 
political science, Caitl in Far-
rolV, senior, international 
business, and Anne Nesbit, 
senior, criminal justice. 
UM-St. Louis would win 
by the score of 4-0. It was the 
highest scoring game of the 
season for the Tritons' and the 
first time this season the team 
scored more than twO goals. 
The Trirons controlled the 
game with both great defense 
and persistcltt pressure on the 
Prairie Stars. 
The Tritons had a total of 
22 shots in the game while 
the Prairie Stars had only 3, 
and only 1 shot on goal. The 
Praitie StarS mustered only 
1 corner kick all game whilc 
the Trirons had 14. 
On rriday, UM-Sr. Louis 
traveled ro Romeoville, Ill. to 
face off against conference ri-
val Lewis University. 
Lewis entered the matc.h 
0-2-1 in the GLVC. The 
Tritons took the lead first 
and had the only goal of the 
first half. when Sarah Stone, 
senior, physical education, 
scoroo. her first goal of the 
season in the 27th minute on 
a blast 10 yards from the goal 
on the lcft side. 
Boch Anne Nesbit, senior, 
criminal justice, and Jesa Jen-
kins, sophomore, physical 
education, gOt assists for the 
goal . 
-rhe Trirons would hold 
the 1-0 lead undl the 70th 
minute in the second half 
when Erin Beddows l>cored 
her s«ond goal of the season 
for Lewis, when the ball re-
bounded off.of the crossbar. 
In the 74 th minute, only 
four minutes after Lewis's 
fi rst goal, the FIrers scored 
their second and final goal of 
the game. 
Lewis's Allison Schief-
fer scored the game~winner, 
which was her se{:Ond of the 
season, off of a header. Lewis 
would win the game 2-1. 
It was a dose match and 
a tough loss for me Tritons. 
Thc' team had 11 shots all 
game, six of which were 
on goal, while Lewis barely 
edged than OUI with 14 shots 
all ga.me, nine of which were 
on the goal. 
Goalkeeper Hannah 
Sayre, sophomore, business 
marketing, was unable to 
play on the road trip due to 
a. concussion she suffered las t 
Sunday while warming up at 
me home game against Wis-
consin-Parkside. 
Amy Boehm, senior, busi-
ness marketing, played both 
games and recorded seven 
saves against Lewis and one 
against Illinois-Springfield. 
With the split on their 
[WO game road trip, the Tri-
tons are now 2-4 on the sea-
son and in II th place in the 
GLVC. 
There are srill plenry of 
games kft fo r the Tritons {O 
dimb the conference rank-
ing. 
There are a total of II 
games remaining on the 
season, with seven of those 
games at home. 
The Tritons wiH play rwo 
conference matches this 
weekend at Don Dallas Field. 
The first game will be on 
Friday at 5:00 p.m., as me 
team looks to win its second 
game in a row against Quin-
cy. Quincy has an overall re-
cord of 5-3 and a 2-3 record 
in the conference. 
On Sunday at noon, the 
Tritons will face Rodthurst. 
Overall , Rockhurst is 3-3 on 
the season with a conference 
record of2-2. 
UI'COMING GAMES 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Sep.22 
Sep.2S 
HARDING 
QU1NCY 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Sep. 25 QUINCY 
Sep. 27 ROCK HURST 
DON DALLAS FIELD 
DON DALLAS FJELD 
DON DALLAS FIELD 
DON DALLAS FIELD 
3:00 pm 
7:30 pm 
5:00 pm 
12:00 Pr[l 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sep.22 
Sep. 25 
WASI-;IU (MO.) ST. LOUIS. MO. 
INDI ANAPOLIS ST. lOUIS, MO. 
7:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
MEN'S GOLF 
Sep. 21 at Great Lakes Fall Regional 
Sep. 28 at Ulndy KP Intercollegiate 
South Haven, Mich. 
Noblesville, Ind. 
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Men's tennis 0-1 in valiant but ultimately unsu((essful effort 
... MARK WEBBER 
Staff Writer 
The University of Mis-
souri-St. Louis men's tennis 
tcam opened the season wilh 
a loss on Wednesday mer-
noon, losing 6-3 to McKend-
ree University. Luckily, that's 
nOt the full Story. 
Despite the los5, Tri-
tOilS' Danic:l Anthon)" junior, 
managemen t information 
systems, and AJex Cherman, 
junior, intcrnation:LI business, 
provided all three of UM-St. 
Louis' hard-fought vicrories 
over their Bcartat oppOnents. 
After beating McKendree 
tennis players Patrick Rosa 
and Davi Vendino in a de-
cisive doubles match, 8-2, 
the twO men individually 
handled rhdr challengers in 
single::; competition. 
Amhony overcame McK-
endree junior Daniel Gon-
zales. 6-3, 3-6 and 10-3 at 
No. 3 singles. Not long af-
ter, Cherman beat freshman 
Paulo GoncaJvc:s 7-6, 8-6 and 
7-5 at No.4 singles. 
1his, hopefully, is a sign 
of good things to come from 
these mcn both fought hard 
to ovcrcome very challenging 
oppOnents. 
With a 3 p.m. start, 
doublt's matches began the 
afternoon meet with a defe:ll 
by Evgeniy Nigmaryanou 
and Daniel Gonules over 
UM-St. Louis' Jamie Lawlor, 
junior, civil engineering, and 
Andreas H ammar, freshman, 
undecided, 8-6. 
Afterwards, UM-St. Lou-
is' Anthony and CheTrum 
dual-hammered the Bearcars, 
followed by McKendree 
freshmen Falia Tschuyia and 
Doug Mcnnerick defeating 
UM-St. Louis' Tun Bryant, 
junior, accollming. and Karl 
Alltwi Adjei, freshmen, busi-
ness, 9-7. 
Going into singles 
competition down in overall 
poims, things didn't sC(.m 
to get any Defter for the Tri-
tOllS. Even wkh Anthony and 
Cherman's cominued hero-
ics, nothing seemed to go 
UM-SL Louis' way in their 
teammates' matches. 
At No. 1 singles, Lawlor 
could not SUStain a dominat-
ing start againSt McKendree's 
Nigmatyanou. and eventually 
lost 2-6, 6-2,11-9. McKend-
n£s Tschuyia continuc:d his 
impressive day wim a sound 
victory over UM-St. Louis' 
Hammar, 6-2 and 6-1, at No. 
2 singles. 
Anthony and Cherman 
won thei r matches, respec.-
tivdy. 
After mat, it was all 
McKendree. Rosa defeated 
UM-Sl. Louis' Bryant 4-6, 
6-4,6-2, while Vendino beat 
Anrwi Adjei with a 6-2, 6-3 
victory. 
Though the TriLOns fc:ll 
to a 0-\ record on the sea-
son, juniors Daniel Anthony 
and Ala Cherman provided 
an exhilarating perform ance 
that provided plenty of rea-
son for UM-St. Louis to have 
pride. Maybe more impor-
tantly, (he performances gave 
reasons for hope:. 
The Tritons wi ll relurn 
to action with twO big c.om-
petirions rhis week. Firsr, 
VM-St. Louis will play a 
match against crosStown 
rivai- Maryville University 
on Wednesday, Sept. 23. 
The meet um day will be at 
Maryville and will begin at 4 
p.m. 
This weekend, the Tritons 
will travel 10 Midland, Mich., 
w play in the ITA Regional 
Championships at Nonh-
wood Univc:rsiry. 
That meet will conclude 
the fall portion of UM~SL 
Louis' 2009-10 schedule. The 
Tritons will rerum to game 
action ncxt spring. 
www.thecurrentonline.com 
One of the University of Missouri-St. Louis' international affi liate schools is the Modern Col-
lege of Business and Science in Muscat, Oman. When His Majesty Su ltan Qaboos Bin Said 
wishes to inquire after his college's American counterpart, we're not sure what he does, but 
we imagine he may just read The Current. -
Did you know? 
- UM. St. Louis has rwo prominent partnerships with colleges in countries in the Persian Gulf One i 
~ith the Modern College of Business and Science, with whom UM. Sf. Louis became officially a611iared 
in 1996. 
-The other college is the Gulf University for Science and Technical Education (GUSn, locatep in Ku 
!wait. UM- St. Louis has a multi-year cooperation agreement with GUST 
" 
"There can be 
no higher law in 
journalism 
than to tell 
the truth 
and to shame 
the devil" 
-Walter Lippman 
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Tritons volleyball sweeps two in a dominant roadtrip 
II> CE DRIC WILLIAMS 
Sports Editor 
The quest to finish [his 
rear, what it started last year, 
began over (he weekend for 
the Uni\'(:rsity of Missouri-
$[. Louis women's volleyball . 
team. 
The Tritons opened up 
t;rear Lake.~ Valley · Confer-
ence play with road matches 
at llJinois..springficld . and 
Quincy, with the overall goal 
of winning rhe league ride in 
2009 after narrowly missing 
om in 1008. 
It might be Slfe [0 say Ihat 
neither U1S nor Quincy knew 
whar hit them, as UM-St. 
louis completely dismantled 
mose teams, sweeping both 
matches by identical three-
games-to-nonc scores. 
l1\c lriton domination 
began on Friday when VM-
S!. Louis defeated VIS by 
scores of25-1 7, 25-20, 25-13, 
in both teams' GLVC openers. 
Middle hitter Weslie Gaff. 
sophomore, finally had the 
break-ou[ nighl rhe Tritons 
had been waiting for from her, 
posting tcam-highs of 10 kills 
and seven blocks in the win. 
T~'I'IS~ Erin ,Higgins, 
sophomorc1 had -nine - kills. 
while Kelsie Rankin, soph()-
more, and U1. Cook, junior, 
added seven kills apiece, as 
UM-St. Louis finished the 
match with a season-high 
.316 hilling percentage and 
outblocked the Prairie Stars 
9-4. 
Trirons. 
On Sarurday, UM-St. 
Louis' superb play continued 
with a 25-18, 28-26, 25-17 
win over Quincy. 
This time.lt was Cook who 
gave a superstar effurt for the 
Tritons. The 5'10 outside hir-
its second straight GLVC win. 
Kinzingcr had anomer 
strong effort, notching her 
fim double-double of the 
season with 38 assists and 10 
digs. Jordan Sackman, fresh-
man, saw her first extended 
action of the season and ied 
Much of UM-Sc. Louis' 
success at the net against 
UlS can Ix anributed to 
the brilliant passing of sei-
ter Kayla Kill1;iogo:r, junior, 
who dishNl out a m.arch-high 
32 assists, along with five digs 
and tWO service aces for me 
Illustration by Zachary James Kraft 
ter from Kansas Cil)', posted 
a match-high 17 kills against 
me Hawks to lead her [earn to 
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the UM-St. Louis defensive 
charge with 11 digs. 
The two victories for {he 
TrilOns raised their overall sea· 
son record lO 10-5 and pUIS 
them right where they want lO 
be in the GLVC, tied for first 
place with Drury. Lc::\",is and 
Northern Kentucky. 
I [ will have to be a quick 
mrnaround for UM-St. Louis 
though, as the TriTOns wi\! 
return lO action with three 
home matches at the Mark 
Twain Building this week, 
twO of which will be against 
nationally-ranked opponents .. 
The busy week for UM-St-
Louis begins on Tuesday. Sept. 
22, with a non-conference 
clash against crosstown rival 
Washington University at 7 
p.m. 
Wash U was ranked No.7 
in last week's AVCA Division 
III national poll and expeclS 
to move into the tOp 5 when 
this week's poll is released 
sometime coda)'. after knock-
ing off No. 1 Juniata, No. 
17 La Verne, and No. 6 Sr. 
Thomas, in a tournament at 
Wash U last weekend. 
Then, o n Friday. Sept. Setup for the 3-0 win over Quincy University Saturday. 
25. UM-St. Louis will hosI 
[he Uni\'crsiry of Indianapolis 
in a GLVC COntest. aho at 7 
p.m. Ulndy was ranked No.9 
in last week's AVCA Division 
n national poll. and comes 10 
the Muk 1wain with a 15-1 
record. 
The Trimns will finish this 
.... ttk's action on Saturday, 
Sept. 26, when St. Joseph's 
College, another GLVC foe . 
will visi t at 3 p.m. 
AJI UM-St. Louis students, 
faculty, staff and alumni are 
encouraged m arrend an)' or 
all of this week's matches. Ad-
mission at the Mark Twain 
Building is free with your 
UM-Sr Louis !D. 
~~, .. ;;, ,~~~. ~ .. ~ .- ----
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MEN'S SOCCER WOMEN'S SOCCER VOLLEYBALL MEN'S TENNIS WOMEN'S TENNIS 
~ liM Q>illaJ! ~ GlVC Overall ~ 
l\\Iill l\\Iill l\\Iill l\\Iill 
Drury 4·0·0 7·0-{) Drury 4·0·0 7·1·0 lewis 
N. Kentucky 4·0·0 7-0-' UW-Parkside 4·0·1 5·0·2 Drury 
Bellarmine 3-'-0 5-':' Indianapolis 4-' -0 7-1-0 UM·St. Louis Quincy 3-'-0 4·3 ·1 Bellarmine 3·1·0 5·1·0 N. Kentucky 
UW-Parkside 3-'-1 7-1-1 Quincy 3·1·0 5·3·0 Indianapolis 
Lewis 3·2·0 4-2-' 5. Indiana 3-1-' 4-3-2 Bellarmine 
UM-St . l ouis 2-1- 2 2·2·2 N. Kentucky 2·2·0 5·2·0 S. Indiana 
Rockhurst 2-2-0 4-3-0 Rockhurst 2-2-0 3-3-0 Rockhurst 
Saint Joseph's 2·2·1 4·3·1 Maryville 2·2·1 2·4·1 Saint Joseph's 
Missouri S&T 2-2-1 0·1 Missouri S&T 2-]·0 2·4·1 Missouri S& T 
S. Indiana 2·3·0 2-4-0 UM-St. louis 2-3·0 2-4-0 Quincy 
Indianapolis 1-3-1 3·3·2 Lewis '-3-' 2-4-2 UW-Parkside 
III.-Springfieid 0·4·1 1·5·1 Ky. Wesleyan 1·4·0 3·4·1 ilL-Springfield 
Maryville 0-4-, 0-6-1 III.-Springfieid 0·5·0 2·5·0 Maryville 
Ky. Wesleyan 0-5-0 2-7-0 Saint Joseph's 0·5·0 0-7-0 Ky. Wesleyan 
The U to broadcast games online 
II- (EDRIC WIlliAMS 
sports Editor 
The Universi ty of Mis--
souri-SI. Louis athletic de-
partment and the universitys 
student radio station, "1he 
U,~ recently announced an 
agreement to broadcast se:-
lected Tri ton home games 
Ihis year .through inrernet 
streaming. 
The deal , which became 
official earlier this month, 
marks (he second year UM-
S1. Louis athletics and "The 
U~ have pannered to broad-
GiSt Triton athletic events. 
LaS I year "The U" streamed 
several men's and women's 
basketball games through the 
www.umslrritons.com web-
site. 
This year, a vaeie£), of 
UM-SI. Louis athletic evenrs 
are slated for broadcast, in-
cluding volleyball, men's and 
women's soccer, men's and 
women's basketball, softball 
and baseball. 
"We are excited about the 
opportunity to bring a wider 
variety of internet broadcast-
ing to students, faculty, staff 
and alumni of the university," 
UM-SL Louis Director of 
Athletics Lori Flanagan said 
in a stll[eme~t released by 
the university. "Working in 
conjunction with 'The U' has 
been a positive step for us to 
engage university supporr in 
our athletics program. We are 
grateful for the relationship 
we continue to build with 
'The U ... · 
The rust live broadcast 
this year on ~Th~ un will be 
Friday, Sepr. 25, when me 
men's and women's soccer 
teams host Quincy Univer-
Sity at Don Dallas Field. The 
women's game that evening is 
set for a 5 p.m. kickoff, while 
the men's game will follow at 
7:30 p.m. 
The first volleyball game 
broadcast will be Friday. OCL 
9, wheD the Tritons host 
Drury University at tht Mark 
Twain Building at 7 p.m. 
The men's basketball home 
opener on Tuesday, Nov. 24, 
against Truman State, is also 
one of t.he feature games on 
the broadcast schedule. That 
game will begin at 6 p.m. and 
will be played at the Mark 
T'>I.'ain Building, as will ThC' 
first women's basketball game 
broadcast. which will be 
Thursday. Dec. 10. when the 
Tritons host Quincy Uni\'C'r-
5i£), at 5:30 p.m. 
The baseball and softball 
spring broadcast schedules 
will be set once those teams' 
game schedules are set later 
mis winter. 
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WE 
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GlVC Overall Team = 
Qwajj Team = Qwajj l'ttLl l'ttLl W1l W1l W1l l'ttLl 
2·0 11-3 Drury 9·0 19-9 Saint Joseph's 0·0 1·0 
2·0 10-4 Rockhufst 8·1 20·8 Indianapolis 0·0 2·1 
2·0 10·5 N. Kentucky 7·2 1$-9 Ky_ Wesleyan O-{) 4·2 
2·0 
1·1 
1-1 
1·1 
1-1 
1-1 
1·1 
1-1 
0-2 
0·2 
0·2 
0·2 
10·5 Indianapolis 54 13·13 Bellarmine 0·0 0·0 
15·1 Bellarmine 5-4 9-11 Lewis O-{) 0·0 
4·3 S. Indiana 4·5 8-10 N. Kentucky 0·0 0·0 
7-7 UM-$t. louis 4·5 5·16 S. Indiana 0·0 0·0 
6·8 Lewis 2·7 4-20 UM-St. louis 0·0 2·0 
6·9 Quincy 1·8 4-15 Quincy 0·0 1·1 
4-13 Saint Joseph's O·g 10-14 Drury 0·0 0·0 
2-11 III. Springfield 0·0 0·0 
12-4 Maryville 0·0 0·0 
6·8 Hockhurst 0·0 0·0 
1·8 
0·10 
2009-10 UMSL Athletics Broadcasting Schedule 
VOLLEYBALL 
October 9 vs. Drury - 7 p.m. 
November 6 vs. 8el!a rmine - 7 p.rn. 
WOMEN' S SOCCER 
September 25 vs. Quincy - 5 p.m. 
October 16 vs. S. Indiana - 5 pm. 
MEN 'S SOCCER 
September 25 vs. Quincy - 7:30 p.m. 
October 16 vs. S. Indiana - 7:30 pm. 
WOMEN' S BASKETBALL 
December 10 vs. Quincy - 5:30 p.m. 
December 12 vs. Lincoln - 1 p .m. 
January 7 vs. N. Kentucky - 5;30 p.m. 
January 9 vs. Indianapolis - 1 p .m. 
January 18 vs. Bellarmine - 5:30 p.m. 
January 23 vs. III. Springfield - 1 p.m. 
January 28 vs. Drury - 1 p.m. 
January 30 vs. Rockhurst - 1 p.m. 
February 18 vs. MO S&T - 5;30 p.m. 
February 20 vs. Maryville - 1 p.m. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
November 24 vs. Truman ST. - 6 p.m. 
Dec. 12 vs. Robert Morris - 3 p.m . 
January 7 vs. N. Kemtucky - 7;30 p.m. 
January 9 vs. IndIanapolis - 3 p.m. 
January 18 vs. Bellarmine - 7:30 p.m. 
January 23 vs. III. Spring field - 3 p.m. 
January 28 vs. Drury - 3 p.m. 
January 30 vs. Rockhurst - 3 p.m. 
February 18 vs. MO S&T - 7:30 p.m. 
Februa ry 20 vs. Maryville - 3 p .m. 
Check out aJi the stats this 
season. more sports stories and 
more pictures online at www. 
thecurrentonline.com. 
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A recent poll by Rassmussen Reports 
indicates that over half of Americans 
now feel that marijuana is safer than 
alcohol. 
Additionally, many states have le-
galized marijuana for medicinal pur-
poses, the latest being Rhode Island in 
June. 
As public and legal views on the 
substance evolve, marijuana's possi-
ble widespread inclusion in the phar-
maceutical roster is feasible for the 
first time since its medical properties 
were first described. 
The efficacy of cannabis as a treat-
ment raises important questions. What 
does marijuana treat? What is its ac-
tive ingredient? Is is safe? Is smoking 
necessary, or are there alternate deliv-
ery methods? 
Alzheim .... s Disease 
Anorexia 
Anxie1¥ 
AIDS 
Arthritis 
Cachexia 
Cancer 
(rohn's Disease 
Depression 
Epilepsy 
Glaucoma 
Insomnia 
Migraine 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Nausea 
Chronic Pain 
laurette's Syndrom 
Wasting Syndrome 
IS MEDICAL MARIJUANA SAfE? 
The level of harm [har recro-
ational or medical use of mari-
juana causc;:s is dispu('ctJ. Ofren, 
focus is d irected on the drug's 
psychedelic effects, which con-
stitute: its "high." These: effects 
can range: from impaired mo-
ror skills, lack of conccll tr:nion 
to hallucinations. H owever the 
morc serious concerns rh;n [he 
drug presents come from the 
method of ingesting it. "The ef-
fects of smoking marijuana are 
often decmcJ safer than smoking 
cigarenes, but this common mis-
conception i~ harmful. 
"One joint is the equivalent 
of smoking five cigar('ltc~ . ,_ if 
you smoke thrce to four joims 
a day, it is the equivalc!!H of a 
pack per day of cigaretn:s," Marie 
Mueller, nurse practitioner at the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis 
Health Services, said. MueJler 
also said chat marijuana smolu:r~ 
tend to hold the smoke in their 
lungs longer to enhance che ef-
fects of the drug, which exposes 
the lung tissue for a longer period 
ro its scarring clfect.~. By smoking 
marijuana, a usel is exposed to a 
higher risk of sympcoms, similar 
to what one might gee from ciga. 
rene smoking, such as emphyse-
ma, chronic bronchitis and lung 
cancer. 
Unlike cig:atetlcs, marijuana 
is noe filtered. "Marijuana smoke 
cont".Iins 50-70 percent more 
carcinogenic hydrocarbons than 
doXS robacco smoke,~ the Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse 
said. ~A study of 450 individuals 
found that people who smoke 
marijuana frequendy but do nOI 
smoke: tobacco have more health 
problems and miss more days of 
wotk than nonsmokers. Many 
of the extra sick days among the 
marijuana smokers in the scudy 
were for respiratory illnesses." 
NevcHhdcss there are alterna-
dves 10 smoking rhe drug. "The 
safety of cannabis can incre3..-.e 
with the use of a vaporir.er. Regu~ 
lar users of joims, blunts, pipes, 
and wat(;t pipcs might decrease 
respiratory symptoms by switch~ 
ing to a vapori·/-cr," a study pub-
lished in 2007 by Mirch E:l.Tlcy~ 
win, University of Albany, and 
Sara Smucker Barnwell, Uni-
versity South,·rn Carolina, said. 
1his srudy said thai rhe rcspir-.I.-
tory problems ~re reduced by 40 
percent when using a vaporiud 
mo;:thod. 
Another Sludy from Dune-
din School of Medicine in New 
Zealand S,'lid Ihat lung functions 
actually increase hy smoking 
marijuana. 
IS MARIJUANA, ADDICT1VE7 
Cannabis, more generally 
known as marijuana, is derived 
from a genus of Rowering plants 
known as Cannabis. 
One key ~ue in rhe debate of 
Cannabis' legal status is the ques-
tion of addiction. 
Susan Weiss, an expert at 
[he National I nStEtute of Drug 
Abuse, said that studics have 
shown cmnabis \0 have addict ive 
qualities. According to tho· Na· 
tional InSTitute on Drug Abuse, 
marijuana is the "most com-
monly abu.ied illicit drug in the 
United States.~ 
Weiss .~aid that studies con-
ducted a fe::wyears ago have dem-
onstrated chat nine percent of 
the gcneral population who use 
marijuana bc.conle addicted to it. 
Weiss also said the study showed 
that among people who use m:"lri-
juana daily, the number of people 
addicted increases to between 25 
and 50 percenr. 
Weiss said there arc numerous 
factOrs that help to dete~mine 
who becomes addicted besides 
the frequency of which a person 
uses the: d rug. Weiss cited genet-
ics, individual Ufe differences, 
and age. 
"The earlier you Start the:: 
more likely that you arc to de-
velop drug problem~ later on," 
Weiss said, "and that call be for 
a numbcr of different reasons, 
ont: [bci ng] because YUUI" brain is 
developing and [geeling] exposed 
ro drugs carlyon, [which could] 
make you more vulncr~b le to 
kCannabis appears to have dif~ 
ferent effccts on lung function ro 
Ihos,' of tobacco. Cannabis usc 
was Jssociatecl wirh higher lung 
volumes suggesting hyperinRa-
rion and incrr:ased large-airways 
resistance, but there W:lS litde evi~ 
dence for ai rAow obSTruction or 
impairmenr of g-JS tnmsfcr," rhe 
study said. However, the study 
does not look into the level of 
can;:inogcns or lung damage tll:1t 
h:IS been proven to accompany 
smoki ng marijuana. 
The nurse practitioners a t 
UM~Sf. Louis still find all forms 
of inges tion harmful beClUse any 
type of unregulated usc of [he 
drug is potentially harmful, re-
gardless of what .Hudies say. 
Unlike cigaccfte5. which arc 
sold with clear labeling c::xplain-
l at~r addietion." 
Wei.~s also s:lid m:lt people 
who begin using a drug ac a 
young age could have numerous 
other problems that could make 
them more susceptible to later 
addiction. 
Weiss ci ted mental illness 
diseases such 1-5 depres.~jon and 
anxiety as other factors. 
Roben O. Ked, professor 
of Sociology at the University 
of Mis~ouri~St. Louis, said th~t 
stud ies conducred on the ad-
dictiveness of marijuana and che 
percenraf,e of people who go on 
to use stronger drug.~ on he mis-
leading. He Said the studies often 
have ~faulry logic." 
"We exclude cerrain dara 
m m;l.ke the poinl we wanr ro 
ger, 
univcrsal recipe chat 
·hy Ihc FDA. OfTen 
does not know 
smoking. "You h,·,,,·,r",,",,d', 
l>eing proCCSRd. 
if lhere i · 
whether it is 
or other drugs ,~ 
UM-Sr. Louis 
said. This could 
chemicals 
Jaudes, 
. i 
vented if the d~,g '~t",,~~::::~~ 
. aforc~ 
mentioned harmful f ffeets. "I 
think thar anytime ~u legali7.1." 
a substance [hat chc is ac Ic:a.sr 
a littlc bit mote com lover ii, 
look al tobacco ... We still know 
that it's bad for you, wdstill know 
thac it's dangerous,~ JJdes said. 
make,- Keel said, "Wi don't in-
clude other daca thai I iglll chal-
lenge the point.~ 
Keel also said duc e theory 
of marijuana ht:ing Mgatcway 
drug" is misleading. 
"{'A begin with, a l-ding to 
Keel, mOSt users Sta1t~ith ~I.ko­
hoI and tobacco; boch of which 
arc much better can dates for 
Ihe "gareway drug" la l. 
~The [exclusive] sialisrics sug-
gest something like thiky percent 
of marijuana users gO~j n to usc 
orner psychoactive Lbstances, 
cocaine, halJucinoge ., opium 
and some things like thac," Keel 
said. Mlhe Aip ~ide of chat is sev-
enty percent don't. 10 me Ihac 
sounds more like a gne cl05ing 
drug chan a g;lre opcnihg drug." 
WHERE IS MEDICAL MARUUANA LEGAL? 
MT 
WY 
UT 
NM 
•• 
HISTORY OF MARUUANA AS MEDIONE 
The u.s. government consid-
ers marijuana ro be a Schedule 1 
substance, along with heroin and 
LSD. This outlaws its use by physi-
cians, :lS Schedule 1 qwgs are be-
lieved to have a high potenrial for 
abuse and no medical value. This 
has not always been the case. Can-
nabis has a long and storied past in 
the medicinal world. 
Marijuana comes from cenrral 
Asia, and as early as 2737 B.C. it 
gor its Start as a rreatment when 
[he Chin~ emperor Sheng N eng 
prescribed it as a useful combat--
ant against gout, rheumatism, and 
poor memory. Eventually it spread 
to India, North Africa, and Europe 
around A.D. 500. By the 19'" cen-
tury. m edical marijua'na had been 
fully embraced by Western physi-
cians, who published over 100 ar-
ticles recommending its use. 
In 1937, however, the Marijua-
na Tax Act was end~rsed. The act 
led to the criminaH:uuion of can-
nabis and made m~dicaJ research 
of the platH extremely difficult. 
Nevertheless, clinical study has 
persevered, albeit apprehensively, 
and now major health organiza-
tions, including rhe American 
Public H ealth Association. suppOrt 
the use of marijuana as supervised 
medicine. The American Medi-
ca! Association and the American 
Cancer Sociery support large scale 
research studies of the d rug's po-
tential. 
Marijuana h:l.S been shown ro 
reduce nausea in chemotherapy 
patients and to restore the appe-
rites of AIDS sufferers. Numer-
ous other ailmentS have also been 
reportedly mirigared by marijuana 
treatment; glaucoma and multiple 
. ~derosis among them. 
Voters in America have respond-
ed fairly well to this information. 
As of today 13 States--Alaska, Cal-
ifornia, Colorado, Hawaii, Maine, 
Michigan, Montana. Nevada, NL'W 
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ND 
SD 
NE 
KS 
OK 
GA 
TX LA 
l egal medical cannabis 
Possession decriminalized 
• Both 
Source: National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana laws 
Mexico, Oregon, Rhode lsland, 
Vermont, and W:lShingtoll-have 
passed laws allowing the prescrip-
tion of mediClI cannabis. Mean· 
while, the federal government still 
vicws marijuana as a Schedule 1 
drug, and retains the right to pros-
ecu te anyone, including patients, 
who are in pO.l'Session of it. How-
ever, so far thar federal interfer-
ence has remained at a mi nimum, 
though raids on disuiburaries 3fe 
nor unheard of. 
Robert Ked, professor of sociol-
ogy here at the Universiry of Mis-
souri Sc. Louis, believes that [he 
federal government's position on 
this matter is wrong. "It doesn't 
make sense, marijuana as a Sched-
ule 1 drug inhibits research," Keel 
said . 
There remains a subset of pa-
tients that do not reaCt well to 
marijuana even in areas where it 
has repeatedly proven it~e1f, like 
nausea reduction. 
Dr. Tod Mikuriya, a perennial 
proponent of rhe use of medicinal 
marijuana, perhaps described 
the weed impasse best when 
he said in 1969, ~To the agri-
culturist, cannabis is a fiber 
crop; the physician, it 
is an enigma; to the user, a eupho-
rbnt; to rhe police, a menact:; to 
me trafficker. a source of profit-
able danger; to the convict or 
parolee and his family, a source 
of sorrow." 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
·. 
-
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'Amadeus' opens Rep 
season with drama, music 
"Amadcus,~ Petcr Shaffer's 
aW';,lrd-winning play abou'( 
Wolfgang Amadeus Iv[ourt 
and Antonio SaJieri, mu-
sic and murderous iment, 
opened the Rep's Mainstagc 
SelSOn on Friday Sept. II. 
The play runs rhrough Ocr. 
4. 
Opening night was sold 
Oll[ for this popular play. so 
this reviewer aHcnded the 
Sunday n ighl performance. 
~Amadeus~ is loosely based 
on histOry rather than en-
tirely faema], but there is no 
denying its dramatic power, 
which the always skillful Rep-
ertory Theane orst. Louis ex-
ploits with relish, creating an 
(vening of color, intrigue and 
music. 
The nory is told (Tom Sa-
Heei's point of view, which 
colors the Mozan we see 
through his eyes. Those fa-
miliar with me 1984 movie 
version should note that the 
play is rather different, darker 
and with less emphasis on 
Mozart's father and more on 
his rcladonships·at COUrt . 
The now-aged Viennese 
court composer Antonio 
SaJied (Andrew Long) re-
COUntS his dfofls to destroy 
his young contemporary, 
Wolfgang Anladeus l\ lOUT! 
Dim Poulos). 
The play opens wilh twO 
gossiping Viennese men 
(Craig Baldwin and Michacl 
Dean Morgan), specu!:l.ling 
on whether the old composer 
really did murder the geniu.~ 
Mo~art, prompting the dr;·Jy 
sarcastic Salieri 10 recoun! the 
tale. As he does, we are trans-
ported back [0 that earlier 
time. 
Italian-born Salieri is en· 
jo~·ing popular acclaim and 
financial success in Vicnna, 
when the former child per-
former M07.:J.f[ appt'aIs in 
that city, breaking free from 
his father's inAuence in Salz-
berg. 
The reserved Salieri first 
meets M07.3.n in a bawdy 
pursuit of his fiance Constan-
1.e Weber (Elizabeth Stanley). 
Despite his success, the in-
secure Salieri is struck with 
jealousy because he recogni~­
es what others around him do 
not: Mozan's music genius. 
The formerly religious Salieri 
curses the God who grams 
him the ability to recognitt 
Mozarr's gifts yet robs him 
of those gift:; himself, vowing 
to destroy Amadeus, the -be-
loved ofGod. H 
Sabotaging Mo1.U't's finan -
cial success rums our [0 be 
surprisingly easy, as Mozan 
the man is silly and :l.ITogant, 
offending and alienating all 
around him. 
Despite thei r reputarion as 
music-lovers, many of the Vi-
ennese share Emperor Joseph 
II's Uoe Hickey) uncompre-
hending view, who dismisses 
his music by saying that it has 
'·[00 many notes" 
Mozart encounters both 
opposition and support at 
the halian-dominated court 
from Coune Johann Ki lian 
von Strack Ueffrey Hayenga). 
COUnt Frant Orsini-Rosen-
berg (Richmond Hoxie) and 
Baron Gott/Tied van Swieten 
(Waher Hudson), and further 
enrages Salieri by seducing 
his Star opera pupil Katherina 
Cavalieri (Maggie Murphy). 
As Salieri's career and 
wealth soar, Mozart falls inw 
poverty and poor health. But 
COURTESY OF THE REPERTORY THEATRE OF ST. LOUIS 
'Amadeus' opens The Rep's 2009-201 0 Mainstage season September 9·October 4. Featuring Jim 
Poulos as Mozart, Joe HiCKey as Emperor Joseph II and Andrew long as Salieri. 
as Salieri ages, their f.ues re-
"'Cr~ as Mo:u.rt's reputation 
grows while Salieri's fades. 
The music, unsurprisingly, 
is marvdOllS. The single-set 
st:l.ging is fabulous, with large 
mirrors serving as doors, a 
piano on stage and a raised 
area that curtained at times. 
Costumes are wildly colorful 
and lush to start, fading to 
dark and drab as Mozart's life 
and fortunes unravel, with 
M01.aIt's blaz.ing orange ve.l-
.. 'et outfit" giving way to gray 
rags by the end. 
Andrew Long's Salieri is 
wonderful but J im Poulos' 
Mozart is .so unlikeable that 
the play loses some of its 
poig[1ancy. Apart from a few 
scenes, Poulos plays Moun 
as so silly, rude and embar-
rassingly childish that ·the 
character is hardly convinc-
ing as a human being. Other 
roles are ben er, with Stanley's 
bawdy but loving Constanze 
a standour. 
Regardless, "AmadeusH is a 
fine choice as an opener for 
the new season and a sure-fire 
hit with the public. lnf~rma­
rion on show times and ticket 
prices, including student 
discounts, are available at 
their website ww .. \'.repscl.org, 
The theater is located on the 
Webster University campus, 
at 130 Edgar Road, Webster 
Groves, MO. B -Galt Mar-
quis 
MADeo combines music, audience and dance 
Modern American Dance 
Company's opening perfor-
mance of the year, ~Mu5ic 
and Moves," was an experi-
ment with music, dance, and 
audience. 
The MADCO perfor-
mance, directed by Tracy 
West and Todd Weeks, rook 
place at the Lee Theater in 
the Touhill Performing Arts 
Center September 18 and 19. 
~Music and Move~" fea-
tured MADCO dancing to 
live music by the Percussion 
Ensemble of the University 
of Missouri·Sc. Louis. The 
show consisted of five dances, 
some involving the entire 
MADCO company and oth-
ers havihg as few as three 
dancers. 
The performance was both 
an explorarion of percussion 
music and an experiment in 
bringing dancer, musicians 
and audience closer together. 
For the performance, the 
Lee Theater was rransformed 
from its traditional configu-
ration into an upscale dance 
club. The usual thealer seats 
were removed to make room 
for a dance Roor. The audi-
ence was accommodated 
by chairs placed around the 
dance floor and in balconies 
as they sipped drinks pro-
vided at the cash bar. Ihe re-
laxed, almost club like auno-
sphere was enhanced by the 
audience being free to move 
about the theater. 
See MADCQ, page 26 
MADCO presented thier 
performance of Music & 
Moves on Friday and Sat-
urday in the lee theater at 
the TouhiU PAC. Also per-
forming with MADCO was 
the UM·St. Louis Percus-
sion Ensemble, under the 
direction of Matt Henry. 
. . 
DEMAND ACTION ON. CLEAN 
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Man Damon stars as a bi-
zarre corporate whistle-blow-
er in Steven Soderburgh's 
weird, somelim<,s comic "'The 
lnfonnam ! ~ Based on a r~ 
FBI investigation, QThe In-
formam!" is not the all-out 
comedy ·is appears (0 he. in 
its ads :md traile~, and one 
is even Jd'r feding queasy by 
irs end that the ~ bad guys 
gO[ away. 
"The Informant!" has lots 
of local connections. Filmed 
on location in and around 
Decarur. Ill. with shots of 
downtown 51. Louis and An-
heuser Busch, it co-stars for-
mer 51. Louisan Scott Bakula 
as FBI special agent Brian 
Shepard. ~The Informant!" 
is a tale of Midwestern cor-
por-He misbehavior, an in-
vestigation of price-fixing by 
multi-national agri-businessl 
chemical giant Archer Dan-
iels Midland. Created before 
last year's economic mdt~ 
down, which exposed mas-
sive corporate greed followed 
by bailOutS and bonus-luna-
cy, the film's meme could not 
be more timely now. Yet in 
mis tale, the informant's own 
shenanigans derail me corpo-
roue expose. 
A quote from the movie 
gives you a sense of irs dark 
undercurrent. "Everyone in 
th is country is a victim of 
corporate crime by me time 
m ey finish breakfast,~ Matt 
Damon's Mark Whitacre says 
early on. 
Concerns 1H ADM about 
corporate saborage by a Japa-
nese firm initiall): brings in 
the FBI, but Whitacre's rev-
elations about international 
price-fixing for lysine. a sub-
stance used ro boost yields in 
large-scale chicken produc-
tion, launches a major in\'es-
tigation, 
This is one str:tnge tale 
and D amon's Mark Whita-
ere is one srtangc character. 
Appearing to be a straight-
forward famil), man, a coun-
try-boy chem ist turned suc-
cessful business ocecutive on 
m e surface, he is someone 
else enti.:dy underneath. Am-
bitious [Q climb lhe corporate 
ladder, he inexplicably turns 
FBI informant. Arrogantly 
brilliant and cluelessly naive 
at the $:tme time, he thinks 
he can be a corporate w!1is[!e-
blo\\'Cr and then be rc\\'2rded 
by the com pany with promo-
rion [Q C EO. Once recruited 
by the FBI. Whit<lcre pla)'s at 
being a secret agent with loo-
ny abandon . Unable to keep 
a secret, he also tells an ever-
shifting Story about his own 
actions at the company. 
Damon's FBI agent con-
tacts Bakula and Bob Hear-
don Uoel McHale) back their 
informant all the way, at least 
until his ever-shifting Stories 
and impulse 10 talk scans 
to muddle the investigation 
completely. 
Whitacre's wife Ginger 
(Melanie Lynskey) is un-
waveringly supportive, so 
much char we are neyer sure 
what she does or does not 
know about Whitacre. The 
production is brightly can-
dy-colored. with music by 
Mm'in H.mlisch, gi\'illg it 
a son of '70s style. G ingers 
consefV3ove fashions, e'o'ery-
hair-In-place style, and their 
faux mansion, with stables, 
present an image both small-
town nnd cxpt'nsive. 
In the end, Whitacre's 
own missteps and mistakes 
shirr the inl-'CStigation to him, 
a llowing the biggt:r corpo-
rate law-breakers to slip aw:lY 
with only a slap on the wrist . 
The ending would have bCf:n 
ironic a couple of years ago 
but now leaves a lingering 
bad taste in the mouth. 
Despi te t-,·Iart D amon's 
wonderfully weird perfor-
mance and good work by the 
rest of the cast, the fi lm does 
not quite work or achieve the 
Coen Brothers quirkiness 
that director Steven Soder-
bergh may have been reach-
ing for. 
This is due in pan because, 
right up to the last line, we 
still are nOt sure what was 
real. All we know for sure is 
that nothing changed and 
everyone remains "'a victim 
of corporace crime by the 
time they finish breakfast . ~ B 
- Cate M" rquis 
, 
The Baader 
Meinhof Complex 
Moritz Bleibtreu, Martina Gedeck 
Constantin Film, R 
"The Baader Meinhof 
Complex- is a historica1ly-
based political thriller that 
. presentS an unsentimental 
look back at West Germany 
in the 19605. 
All idealistic group of 
young people vowed ro 
reject their parents' Na:7.i 
past and forge a new path 
towards peace and justice, 
but what starts as a peace-
ful movement speaking OUt 
for the down-trodden and 
against war devolves into 
something very dark, ulti-
mately sowing ~he sreds of 
modem terrorism. 
This rivet ing German-
made film, in both English 
:.Ind German with subtirles, 
y,'aS one of the nomint""eS 
for last ror's O scar for Best 
Foreign Language Film. 
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Film 
"The Baader MeinhofCom-
plex" is a nuanced, complex, 
thought-provoking film , 
while also being a fi rst-rate, 
fast-paced , action-filled 
drama. 
Although the film's ap-
proach is hard-eyed realism, 
~The Baader Meinhof Com-
plex" is a very dramatic film, 
with a compelling stOrytell-
ing arc more akin to poli ti-
cal-thriller. 
The tale begins in 1967, 
with journalist Ulrike Mein-
hof (Marti na Gooeck), a 
len-leaning reponer whose 
ankles onen crit icized the 
West German government. 
Affiuem and inA uential , Ul-
ri ke :lnd her publisher-hus-
bm d are polit ically-active 
but very engaged with the 
larger socia! f.t.hric. 
That changes when 
she meers Andreas Baader 
(Moritz Blcihrreu). a fiery. 
charismaric young student 
radical. 
Baader and his girlfriend 
Gud run Emslin Uohanna 
Wokalek) lead a group of 
• ),outh who plan protests, 
spout leftist politics and 
embrace a communal, free-
love, hippie lifestyle. They 
see a new form of the fas-
cism in 19605 American 
imperialism, in the form of 
the Viernm\ Wat, supported 
by a Wesr German govern-
mem that includes former 
Na7.is. \'qhat makes Baader 
different is his sharp intel-
ligence and a willingness to 
do whatever it takes to reach 
his goals. 
Meinhof's skill as a writer 
and Baader's charisma and 
radical ideas proved a po-
tent mix. made stronger by 
Ensslin, who diplomatically 
fe-interprers Baader's more 
hm-tempered statements 
when [he egotistical leader 
alienalcd allies. 
See BAADER, page 26 
Also in Theaters 
I Ca n d o Bad All by M yself. Ah , Tyler Perrr Sweet, subdc:Tyler Perry. Hb Illtest film 
is rhou~dul. succinct, and 1l.-... ·dafOry. Irs cx.am in:uion of oontempomry i'iSues dertly movcs 
from heul-rcnderingly .serious sanes of pt'netraring drama to deeply humorous poru ait'S of 
Amertc:m life. Mort': dun .my-ming, Perry i~ J master of IIndtrstate:mcnt B+ - 17,t Cumwi 
!Xt.'1l't Afo/lit: JlUiJl'r. Rtlld om' rtl,jeu' at /1'WUl.r/}rrurrtntonli1l1'.l'Ol1J. 
Sorority Row. Sure it looks juicy enough but Ids o:amine the premise hy putting our-
M':lves in rhe posi tion of a critiOiI cha;l':lclcr. So. }'Qu 'te a douche ba~ c::ollege guy and the 
TherJ Pi gals wanna learn you good nor to be a tool. So. narur.illy. rhe}' Set up an elaborate 
pr:tnk :;cenario in which )'Qu JUSt had one of lhcm die on you, pun ilHt!nd~d. But the pr:utk 
goes wrong because, naturally, when you've Jll raken your "dead- lover to bury her. ~'ou do 
the ollly thing all)' sdr-rc::spccting hoy would do and plun ge a rusty tire iron ill[Q her solar 
plaus. Now that's what 1 call Logic 101 C- - II1I! Curnmi &crtr ./I{Ot';t fnsidn:. 
Inglo rious Bastereds, (Sull) Our pick of the we<k_ Quentin Tar:uuino's love leeter to 
the unapologetir; violence of exploitation films of the: '70s via J. rc:\'enge~fant3Sy version of 
~/orld W.u n. Eleg:uH, in\'enLi\'(:, and unmissable. A+ -- 77)1' CUrTt:1US 5«rI't Alovit fmidrr.. 
!?Lad our TnJitW <11 WIUfl'.lhtcurnnlonli"t.com 
Gamer. Dear Michael C. Hall: You were SO good in Six Fttl Undain a role that constandy 
~uired you to push the limits of psych 'ual-emotional blah blah blah. And now in 
Do;uryou are rhe brill iam, e/fonlessJy warchable core of a show rh:;u would otherwise soon 
become dun and repetath·e. Now, you\'e gone and done this. Don't gel u~ wrong, we will 
see Ga",", and we wiII (mjo), il. But after it's over and the diny feciing setS in, we wiII wash 
it off_ ButYOII can't ever wash it off, Michael C. H:.tIJ. Never. C- - tbt Cllmmi Stcrer Movie 
!nsidn: RrJU! Ollr rroinu at www.lhtnaTl.1lton/inl!.com 
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Music 
'Whatever you like' from KMKU CD 
II> INTERVIEW BY JEN O'HARA 
Staff Writer 
St. louis is full of mUSICians breaking into the scene. Among these groups is Kill-
er Me Killer You. The band, consisting of Patrick Blair, Patrick Wroblewski, Jorden 
"(aeON Murray, Andy East. and Ken Husser, have made a name for themselves in 
less than a year. The Current had the opportunity to sit dow n and find aut a little 
more about these up-and-comers. 
The Current: How long have you guys known each other? 
KILLER ME KILLER YOU: Three of us went to high school together, which 
is weird cuz we never hung out, but, we've been a band for about six months. 
TC: How did you come up with Killer Me Killer You as a name? 
KMKU: When we started this whole process, we were thinking of band names 
and we had a night where everyone was supposed to come up w ith their top 
five names they liked. Killer Me Killer You w as one of the ones on Patrick B.'s list, 
which wasn't even his favorite, but as soon as he said it, everyone was kind of like 
"Yeah! Let's go with it," and it kind of stuck. Naming a band is harder than it seems. 
Local band Killer Me Killer You's 
'Let's Drink to the Countdown' 
Local band Killer Me Killer You has made 
their mark already with their first album, 
"Let'S Drink to the Countdown." Their album 
is quickly selling at $10. 
The band JUSt shot a music video on Sep-
tember 12, and arc headlining a show at the 
end of the month, on September 26, at The 
Firebi rd. 
Tickets are $5 and can 
be purchased at wwv,·.kilkr-
the exception of track.'i fo ur and five. Track 
five is written by bassistl vocalist Wroblev.ski. 
This is slightly surprising considering the mel-
lowest song on the emire album is written by 
the band member who brings the most obvi-
ous metal sounds to the group. 
The most nOiable thing about the alblUn is 
that the music has a lot of range. 
While maintaining to the gen-
eral genre of alternative rock, the 
sound of each song varies, and no 
twO sound the same. 
KMKU 
m ekilleryou. com/b igcartel. 
The band is comprised of Patrick 
Blair (Vocals), Patrick Wroblewski 
(Bass and Vocals), Jorden "CoCo" 
Murray, Andrew East (guitar), 
and Kenneth Husser (drums). The 
band, which abbreviates its name as 
KMKU, formed a lirtle more than 
" Let'5 Drink to the 
Countdown" 
Compared wa number of oth-
er alternative rock bands who tend 
to have more than one song rn.at 
sounds comparatively the same, 
this is refreshing. 
six months ago bUI has already released (heir 
first album. The CD contains six songs that 
reAect the band's personality. Fans of Amber 
Pacific, Carrel, or We the Kings might enjoy 
the band's sounds. 
Track number fou.r was written by Clifford 
Harris,James Scheffer, and David Siegal. 
Titled "Whatever you Like," it comes from 
the rapper T.!. KMKU recreated the rapper's 
popular 2008 hit with a faste r beat and rock 
[Wist. 
All songs are written by vocalist Blai r with 
"Let's Drink to the COUnt-
down" begins with «uaving Lost Words," a 
song that imroduces each member's talents 
very well in that we hear equallY-SHang vo-
cals, bass, guitars, and dnuns. The lyrics con-
rain smooth uansitions chrough the use of faSt 
paced assonance. 
The most upbeat song of the alblun is the 
cover of "Whatever you' Like." The redo has a 
faSt-paced beaL Although, the lyrics are some-
what out of character, the band makes it work. 
See KMKU, page 23 
TC: How would you describe the sound of your music? 
KMKU : In the broadest terms, it's like alternative rock and roll. If you want to give 
it a twist, it's probably alternative rock.!popcore. We don't set out for a certain style. 
TC; What inspires you guys, as far as writing your music? 
KMKU: All the different music groups we listen to. I think it's one of those things where 
we all listen to good stuff and then we bring it to the writing process, and to the live 
show. We're all inspired by bands that get on stage and dowhat they're doing. Doesn 't 
matter what they are. I mean, they could even not be that talented, but if there's 
some kind of heart behind it, everyone in this band agrees that that's impirational. 
TC; What's the funniestJweirdest thing that has happened wliile performing? 
KMKU: One time, we threw out pop tarts. People were flipping out over them. It 
w as the best idea. We played at ten in the morning and threw out pop tarts, like 
"Here! Have breakfast! " 
TC: Anything big going on with the band right now? 
KMKU: We just shot a music video on September 12th, and are headlining a show 
at the end of the month. It's on September 26th, at The Firebird, five dollars a ticket. 
ITUNES TOP 20 DOWNLOADED SONGS 
3/1 Gatta Feeling 
Black Eyed Peas 
41Paparazzi 
Lady Gaga ' 
51Empire State of 
Jay Z 
6/Down 
Jay Sean 
01 Forever 
Drake, Kanye West 
02 Party in the USA 
Miley Cyrus 
91Yo u Belong 
With Me 
Taylor Swift 
10lUse Somebody 
Kings of Leon 
11IShe Wolf 
Shakira 
1210bsessed 
Mariah Carey 
13/Say Hey (I Love 
151Good Girls 
Bad 
Cobrah Starship 
161Hotel 
Service 
Pitbull 
171Happy 
Leona Lewis 
181Sweet Dn,arns I 
Beyonce 
71Whatcha Say 
Jason DeRulo You) 
--Michael Franti 
19/21 Guns 
Green Day 
81Run This Town 
Jay Z 
1410ne Time 
Justin Bieber 
201/'m Goin In 
Drake 
Star & MiCey: Up&Coming 
to JA50N BE(KRING 
Staff Writer 
Memphis is a metropolis 
celebrated for irs legendary 
contributions to me music 
world. The casclc walls of 
Graceland house the mrone 
of me King of Rock n Roll. 
The roOtS of modern mu-
sic echo through the halls 
of me renowned Sun StU-
dios. Memphis is the sacred 
ground of music where the 
assemblies of melodic faiths 
converge to create and em-
brace melr musical heri tage. 
The blues, soul, rock and 
roll, and COUntry can stake 
a peaceful claim upon me 
hallowed grounds. Star & 
Micey are the new century's 
hope-fi lled inhabitantS of me 
city. Carrying on in the tra-
dition of their predecessors. 
the band infuses sounds that 
buih me city into a collahora-
Tive form. 
They produce a pleasing 
and vibrant expression that 
nods respect to the gods of 
Memphis. Ie is a groove 
bursting with soulful pop 
vocal harmonies, melodic 
s[Cums of folk, smooth, in-
fe(;tious bass. and Lhe grit and 
wail of blues. 
Srar & Micey wil! inject 
meir style into the population 
on their fonhcoming, self-
tided debut effort, scheduled 
to be unveiJed on Oct. 20 
through Ardent Music. 
The album will nor merely 
exhibit the finesse of band 
members Josh Cosby, Geoff 
Smith and Nick Redmond 
but will feature a cornucopic 
cast of guest musicians that 
include Luther Dickinson 
(The Black Crowes, North 
Mississippi All-Stars), Jody 
Stephens (Big Star) and Rick 
Steff (Cat Power, Lucero). 
On Saturday night, Star 
& Micey introduced their 
sound to another city known 
for irs music. 
Pop's Blue Moon in St. 
Louis welcomed the trio and 
was n::turned a handshake 
that sent vibrations through 
the rest of the body. 
The evening began with 
the gifted fingers and the vig-
orous vocals ofSr. Louis' own 
Voodoo Daddy didn't disappoint 
... ANDREW SEAL 
Staff Writer 
Big-band music is back in 
a big way. A Big Bad way, as a 
maner of fact. 
Celebratoo neo-sv.'ing 
band Big Bad Voodoo Daddy 
made the TouhiU Performing 
Am Center jump, jive and 
wail Friday night, filling the 
theatcr with memor.l.ble big-
band tunes. 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy 
is in tOwn to promOte their 
eighth studio album, ~How 
Big Can You Get? A Tribute 
to Cab Calloway," a collec-
tion of some of Calloway's 
most well-known and wdI-
loved songs. 
Calloway w.a.s the band 
leader of one of the most 
ra:ognizable and popular 
African-American big-bands 
during the 19305, Cab CalIo-
.... ":Iy and His Orchestra. They 
onen performed at me Cot-
ton Club, the premier j= 
venue in the coumry, along-
side Duke EllingtOn and rus 
band. 
Calloway's spirir was alive 
and well at the show, as Big 
Bad Voodoo Daddy per-
formed some of his greatest 
hits, such as "Minnie the 
Moocher" and ~Reefer Man.~ 
&sides playing tunes from 
~How Big Can You Ger,M the 
band also played an ecIeaic 
mix of songs from their pre-
vious seven albums, like "Mr. 
Pinsrripe Suie" and "Zig Zag-
gity """oop Woop." 
For those unfamiliar with 
Big BOld Voodoo Daddy, they 
area powerful fusio n ofdassic 
jau sounds, swing rhythms, 
and big-band flourishes, al l 
rolled up with modern sen-
sibilities. The band has been 
around for 16 years with all 
its original members--quire 
an accomplislunem. 
The band originally start-
ed off with tWO members: 
Scorcy Morris, me lead va-
calin, songwriccr, and guitar-
ist; and Kurt Sodergn::n, the 
band's 4rummer. Over the 
years, the band bas expanded 
to seven members, with twO 
extra added for touring. 
The n:s[ of the band in-
dudes Glen MThe Kid~ Mar-
hevka on trumpet, Dirk Shu-
maker pulling double-duty 
on both the double bass and 
vOClls, Andy Rowley doing 
JUST the same rhing on bari-
tone saxophone and vocals, 
Karl Hunter on saxophone, 
Joshua Levy on piano, and 
Tony Bonsera on crumpet 
with Alex "Crazy Legs" Hen-
derson on rrombone. 
This reviewer has been a 
big fan of Big Bad Voodoo 
Dadd)' ever since he played 
their hit QManlbo Swing" in 
his high school jan band but 
he had ne\'c:,:r had (he oppor-
tunity to see them pc:r:form 
live until now, and they did 
nOi disappoint! 
While ule Touhill was not 
as lUll as it could be for Frida), 
nighT's show, tbe stiU-sizable 
audience was encouraged to 
sing along, clap along, and 
do a little ca.Il-and-response 
wim the band on numbers 
like ~Minnje the Moocher" 
and "Go Daddy-O.~ 
Troly, Big Bad Voodoo 
Daddy's stage presence is 
what really made the show. 
All the band members were 
decked out in c.lassic '50s 
ouma, with pinsuipe suiLS, 
saddle shoes, and matching 
fedoras. Morris himself is an 
incredible showman. singing, 
direcdng the band, and danc-
ing about the stage. 
Read more at 
www.thecurrentonline.com 
--- - ----------- --- -------------- ----- -, 
Sheila Shahpari. 
The stage was then passed 
to the grainy and soulful 
voice of another Memphis 
talent, Grace Askew. 
These initial sounds were 
a fauluess complement, and 
a prelude to the masterful 
precision of vocal and instru-
mental harmony that Star & 
Micey would present. 
Similarities and influence 
are unquestionably appar-
ent. The band shows splash-
es of resemblance 10 artins 
such as Fleet Foxes, [ron and 
Wine, Kings of Convenience 
and Jason Mraz. 
They personally attribute 
influence to not only the 
greats of Memphis but (0 
the modern sounds of the 
city. Our rea! influences are 
the friends 'and musicians we 
play with, said bassist Geoff 
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Smith. 
"We all play tennis to-
gether and bounce it off each 
other. mar's what is great 
about Memphis. [ was born 
into it. I feel !ucky!~ rhythm 
guitarist Josh Cosby said. 
However, it is not only the 
music thai leaves the audi-
ence in envy: the bands char-
acter is golden. 
Star & Micey are three of 
the most gracious, humble 
and passionate guys one 
could meet. Josh, Geoff 
and Nicholas have already 
achieved the wisdom of true 
musicians. 
~As far as we are concerned 
we have already reached the 
level of success that we set 
out for," lead guitarist Nicho-
las Redmond said. 
We are willing ro sacrifice 
anything and everyrhing," 
Smith said. 
When asked about the cre-
ation of their music, Cosby 
said "the melody comes in a 
dream." 
"It goes through many 
processes. 
When we get together we 
start forming the idea and 
try to work out structure, 
dynamics and placemem," 
Smith said. 
~The most imponant 
thing about the writing pro-
cess is that we all admire each 
orner," Redmond said. 
The greatest trait that 
crowns the music is their 
brotherhood and re-
specL lhe band plans to re-
rum to Saint Louis for dates 
in November and December. 
For further tour informa-
tion chock them out at www. 
starandmicey.com. 
1"'\ 
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INVITE YOU AND 
A FRIEND TO 
AN ADVANCE 
SCREENING OF 
PANDORUM 
Log on to 
thecurrentonline_com 
TODAY, 
Sept ember 21st to 
find out how you 
could win a screening 
pass for two, 
www.pandorummovie.com 
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Our Opinion Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board. Signed opinions articles refiect the opinion of the author and not necessarily those of The Current. 
W ith Consdrution Day 
this past week it was a 
Conceal and carry is less than comforting 
Havi ng what wili 
amount to an a rmed 
student militia has the prime time 10 rekindle the 
discu.~ion over conceal-
ing :l1ld carrying firearms 
on the- Univcr:siry of Mis-
souri-SL louis' campus. A 
campus event dealing wilh 
the issue (the k1ashnikov-
covered banner in the 
MSC) offered :l venue for 
such discussion. 
Reasoning for any al-
lowmenr of concealed fire-
arms on Out Clmpus rang-
es from an o:crcisc of one's 
consti tut ional right under 
the second amcndmclI[ 
m the added reassurance 
of an armed student body 
will have against violent 
criminal acts. 
2nd ~mendment 
~ wefl regu/aten ....Militia, 
being rr"""ss,,'1J to the 5='-
rily of" free .state, II", rig"l 
of Ihe propl" 10 hap anti 
Im 1r ~n"s, shall "01 be 
potential to (ompli-
care any shooting mat 
would take place on 
campus. 
In a worst-case sce-
nario of a gunman on 
campus, with armed 
slUden ts coming to me 
aid of their unarmed 
cl3S5m:nes, it would be 
simple for me situation 
to quickly escalare to 
violence. 
By having an untold 
number of armed stu-
dents on campus, how 
is one supposed to tell 
who the original perpe-
trator is from another 
h is hard fo r thr Cur-
Tnll to agree that a prohibi-
ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT !THE CURRENT armed soml'One-dse 
who is protecting them-
lion of guns on our campus means vi"lation of the second 
amendment_ Th~ Supreme C oun hall cOllfinuousl:.· main-
ta ined that the second amendment is nOt unlim::o;:d and is 
subject to reasonable prohibitions and restrictions. 
College campuses have always been included in lhose rc-
stricted areas as are all elementary and secondary schools. Up-
holding the ban thai has been in affeci since the university's 
inception Over forty years ago will do little to resend anyone's 
constituTional righrs. 
The added security that supposedly will benefit by allow-
ing armed students into classrooms amounrs ro noming more 
man unlikely speculation. 
The violent crime rate at UM-St. Louis is SO margi nal now 
that it would be hard to believe mat the inclusion of guns on 
campus will do anything to bring, or e,·en k~p. that num-
ber low_ Actually. the opposite cou.ld happen, an increase of 
firearms on campus could amounr to an increase of crimes 
perpenated with fireanru. 
Even if the violent crime rate on campus did warram an 
increase of armed penonnel, it is not be the role of students or 
faculty to fill that role. The. purpose of the campus police force 
is [Q provide security to cl1e university community. 
selves? 
This problem will only be compounded when the police 
anempr to intervene. 
What is the probability that me resPQnding emergency ser-
vices will know who to act against? 
We are not auempring to comment on gun control as a 
whole or even the issue of conceal and carl)' in this srate in par-
ticular. But it seems non-sensical to allow concealed weapons 
on col!c:ge campuses, no maner the supposed benefirs it may 
or may not bring. 
How we cover what we cover 
Or: Why your band's show, sixty foot trebuchet. or fraternity's charity run hasn 't run in The Current. At least not yet. 
Here at 1hr Currmt we 
receive e-mails, phone calls 
and Jeners to the editOr every 
wcek from people who want 
us to write about this, that or 
me other in Our paper. 
These correspondences 
come from srudent organi-
"lations, campus organ i"la-
tions, or (as happened just 
last week) from people whose 
mom went to UMSL 30 
years ago, but they never did. 
The "tips" range in relevancy, 
weighing heavily on the irrel-
evant. 
Often me e-mail, letter 
or call will be. fo r us to write 
about so-and-so's new busi-
ness, or such-and-such's event 
chat v.;iIl be held in a month 
or {wo and we are asked ro 
write about it in advance. 
However, a preview of an 
event, that's an ad, not news. 
An a.rticle about how awe-
some your dad 's insurance 
company is, that's an ad too. 
When that happens, we 
refer the writer/cal ler to our 
trusty advenising department 
(and for the record thaes 
mecurrentaw@umsl.edu or 
314-516-5316). 
However, sometimes these 
irrelevant tips can bog down 
the relevant ones. And some-
times we even miss eventS! 
So here is some advice for 
those of you who do have rd-
evam campus events or news 
tips for Thr G'ffrllt. Call it 
"I-low to get your event cov-
ered in The Currmt, (0 I.H 
First, advertise yourselF. 
Pass Out Ayers, send an e-mail 
to Student Life, or The. Mes-
senger and ask mem to put 
something in their newslet-
ter, show up to SGA meet-
ings and talk to [he assembly-
me possibilities are endless 
(mough we can't really think 
of maIly more) . 
Then, ask yourself if me 
ite.m you're requesting cover-
age for is something that will 
appeal to a wide audience. 
10 be blunt: if it's some-
thing mar only you and your 
friends are looking to read 
about; it's probably not going 
to make it past the staffers 
who field OUI constant stream 
of e-mails here. 
However, if you honestly 
mink that it is a widely use-
ful tOpic, you already have a 
really good shot for coverage 
in 7h1! CUffrnt. 
[n this case, e-mail us and 
we will be only happy but 0[-
cited to 1)e turned on to this 
piece of campus news, 
That's why we set up this 
new e-mail address: mecur-
ren ttips@umsl.eclu. 
We highly encourage you 
to send any and all Story tips 
there. 
As me campus newspaper, 
we are here for one IC3son: 
we love journalism ,and are 
passionate about giving our 
readers a collected, student-
based source for information 
on (he events happening at 
meir school. 
Above aU, before you get 
angry with 1hi! Cumnt for 
not covering your event, your 
organization, or your favorite 
teacher's collection of exotic 
hairpieces from around the 
world, JUSt remember that 
although we do our best 
to rc:pOrt relevant campus 
news we are not all-secing or 
knowing. 
So instea.d of expecting us 
to know everything or every-
one at UMSL, simply s,hool 
us an e-mail with your tip. 
Because if we have ro rake 
up mind-reading on top of 
everything else, it might be 
a while before you see your 
suggested Story on me racks. 
Providing a second chance 
.. ANNA MARIE CURRAN 
News Editor 
The ricl t.': of a "big siuer" 
is not one I ever expec[(':d 
to carry. The youngest of 
four, r figured it was futile to 
hope for my parents to b;-
pand our family past me. I 
o:pectcd that ~ friend of my 
big sister" or maybe "favor-
ite aum~ would he as close 
as 1 would geL 
With three older sib-
lings, J grew up with a mul-
drudc:: of exam'ples ranging 
from the good and the bad 
to the stupid. It still fasci-
nates me, the things I found 
m~1f coaxed into with 
a few sugar-coated word~ 
from my older siSler Brit-
tany. For example, I knew 
my parents would probably 
not agree with Britt that our 
shiny ballet stickers looked 
super on our newly-finished. 
bedroom door but she was 
righl, mey did look the best 
mere. Short of the maner, 
I never expected to find an 
opportunity (0 inBu~ce 
somebody's life the way my 
sister has and oontinUd to 
infiuence mine. 
I decided. to join a vol-
unteer organization when 
I first moved to St. Louis 
and was looking to get more 
involved in the communi-
ty. Big Brothers Big Sisters 
caught my eye and I gave 
them a call. 
The day I mel my "l itde~ 
I was more nervous than my 
firsr day of high schoot. I had 
been told on the phone that 
she was quiet. shy and loved 
to read. We met for the first 
time on the playground with 
a member of BBBS there 
to faci litate our first meet-
ing. We played Jenga and 
asked a few questions about 
each other before the BBBS 
menlber decided we would 
be all right on our own and 
left. Not used to being any-
one's big sisrer, I had no idea 
whar I should say to my new 
litde sister, bur somehow we 
made it through that first 
awkward meeting and have 
been spending time with 
each other every week since. 
The si te-b~ BBBS pro-
gram requires "bigs" nor to 
visit thei r "'limes~ during the 
summet" since school is nor 
in session. Ho~er, many 
go;;-
-
r I • 
, 
'----
Anna Marie Curran 
participants in the program 
still keep in contact via 
phone and email. Gening 
my first phone call from my 
little sista- was equivalem to 
the fim time my sixth grade 
boyfriend called and asked 
to speak with me-I was 
thrilled. 
She was shy and quiet on 
the phone but all summer 
we emailed back and forth, 
with the occasional phone 
ell. 
Since early February 
when we met, I have learned 
a lot abom my lime sista-. I 
know :me loves to read but 
she prefers books with ~peo­
pIe characters" over ~inimal 
characters." 
See BIG, page 25 
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Thank you for the smoke 
... ANDREW SEAL 
Staff Wn"ter 
Let us imagine for a sec-
ond that you are standing 
and someone walks up to 
you, stands right next to you, 
unleashing me foules t gas 
possible. 
It is, in as few words as 
possible, one of the most 
incredible, terrible-smelling 
things in me his tory of things 
that smell bad. Smoking lO-
bacco-it is a filmy, disgust-
ing habit. 
It is expensive and makes 
clothes reek of its noKious 
fumes. Additionally, not only 
is smoking proven to be le-
thal, it can 3.1.s0 harm people 
around YOLL Why people 
continue to do it despite the 
well-known heallh risks is be-
yond me. 
On campus between 
breaks in classes, walking 
around m e quad is like walk-
ing through a robacco con-
vention! Smokers seem to 
huddle in these little smok-
ing colonies, making passing 
smoke-free from one build-
ing to anomer impossible. 
And you know what? I am 
completely fine with that. 
The University of Mis-
souri-St. Louis is not a 
smoke-free campus-plus, 1 
:un a big believer in freedom 
of choice. 
You see, ! am not asking 
for the University to ban 
smoking on campus. 
I am nOI asking for a ban 
m~stly because il siinply 
would not work. J ,mended 
a different college prior to 
UM-St. Louis where smok-
ing was banned on campus. 
Was it smoke free? 
Hardly. The students ei-
ther brazenly smoked in 
plain sighl or JUSt lit up in me 
parking lot. A smoking ban is 
hard to enforce and is almost 
not worth the e:ura effort in-
volved to police me scofflaws. 
J am not calling for cur-
rent smokers to kick m e hab-
it:. If you are smoking, then 
you are already aware of the 
very lemal risks you rake each 
time you light up. I person-
ally would prefer not to die in 
a way that involves me hack-
ing up blacked and twisted 
bits of my own lung. 
'What r am asking, how-
ever, is thaI smokers on cam-
pus try and have a [irue com-
mon courtesy. How about 
not stand ing in front of the 
doors to a building when you 
light up? I understand that it 
is convenient, and during the 
coming winter months I fuJly 
anticipate mat mere will be 
even more of you clustered 
around build entrances. 
UnfoITWlately, all that 
does is expose coundess hun-
dred.~ of students a day to 
second-hand smoke. Look, if 
you have to smoke i.n public, 
either do it where your smoke 
will diss ipate harmlessly or 
do it away from Olher people. 
Smoking is a filmy, dis-
gusting habit, but it does not 
have to be one that you share 
with everyone around you. 
KMKU, from page 20 
Local band KiUer Me 
Killer You has made their 
mark a.!ready with their rust 
alb""m, ~Let's Drink to the 
Countdown.~ Their album is 
quickly selling at $10. 
The band just shot a music 
video on September 12, and 
are headlining a show at the 
end of the momh , on Sep-
tember 26, at The Firebird. 
Ticke[S are $5 and can 
be purchas~ at www.killer-
mekilkryo u.com/bigcartel. 
The band is com prised of 
Patrick. Blair (Vocals), Patrick 
Wroblewski (Bass and Vo-
cals), Jorden MCoCo~ Murray, 
Andre ..... East (guitar), and 
Kenneth H usser (drums). 
The band, which abbreviates 
irs name as KMKU, formed 
a linle more than ~ix months 
ago but has alreadr released 
meir fi rst album. 
The CD contains six 
songs that reflect the band's 
personalhy. Fans of Amber 
Pacific, Cartel, or We the 
Kings might enjoy the band's 
sounds. 
Track number four was 
written by Clifford Harris, 
James Scheffer, and David 
Siegal. 
Titl.ed -Whatever you 
Like,H it comes from me rap-
per T. I. KMKU recreated [he 
rapper's popul:u 2008 hit 
with a faster beat and rock 
twist. 
All songs are written by 
"ocalist Blair with the excep-
tio n of tracks four and five. 
T raek live is written by bass-
ist/ vocalist Wroblewski. 
This is slightly surprising 
considering the mellowest 
song on the entire album is 
written by the band member 
who brings the most obvious 
meta! sounds to me group. 
The. mosr narable thing 
abOUt the album is that the 
music has a lot of range. 
\'I:'h.ile maintaining to the 
genera.! genre of al ternative 
rock, the sound of each song 
varies, and no twO sound the 
same. 
ULet's Drink to the Counl-
down~ begins with "Leaving 
Lost Words,~ a song that in-
troduces each member's tal-
ents very wel1 in that we hear 
equally.strong vocals, bass, 
guital"S, and drwns. -Ille lyrics 
contain smooth transitions 
through the use of fast paced 
assonance. 
The most upbeat song 
of the album is the cover of 
"\'1:1hate\'er you Like.~ The 
redo has a fust-paced beat. 
Although, t.he I~Tics are 
somewhat out of character, 
the band makes it work. 
MI Fear This May be As-
besws» shows another side of 
Kaler Me Ki ller You's creativ-
ity. The band takes a break 
from the harder side of rock, 
and shows their audience that 
they have a son side 1:00. 
The rest of the CD brings 
forth every member of the 
band and their instruments 
for show, while "I Fear This 
May be AsbestOs" calms the 
tonc down. 
If interested in the heavier 
side of rock, "Running Cir-
cles .\round Your Gravt':~ is 
definitely that. Wroblewski's 
vocals assist Blai r's to com-
bine a pop rock, hard core 
mix. 
Even the album cover gives 
a distinctive fed. The band's 
logo is donned in purple, rare 
for a band of five men. 
The lyrics are placed on 
the left, inside cover for fans 
displayed with word an, and 
a picture of four members 
throwing up monopoly mon-
er at a table. 
The only downside to the 
CD is thar it is only six tracks. 
In the words of Murray, 
the music is ~fun." 
Check out ther hand nn-
line at www.myspace/killer-
mekilleryou. 
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Megan Fox: God's gift to feminists 
... JOE SCHAFFNER 
Staff Writer 
Megan Fox is a liule 
odd. She's one of me mOSt 
beautiful women on the plan-
ct and yet she says things like, 
"I'm prccry sure I'm <I dop-
pelganger for Alan Aida. I'm 
a nanny. I'm a man. I'm SO 
painful!y insecure, I'm on the 
verge of vomiting right now." 
Without a doubt I could gec 
mean and provide a scathing 
cross analysis of her chemi-
cal imbalances here, but you 
know whae It is really not 
worth it. 
There is no reason to pre-
[~d mat I do nO! love this 
woman. llove her for the way 
she pushes the boundaries of 
acceptable talk. I love her for 
her trashy Marilyn Monroe 
tarroo. 
I love her for the void 
she fills in pop culture as 
a schoolbo~·'.c goddess and 
Roben Parrinson's {Twilight} 
parallel. So what if I'm talk-
ing aboU[ me weirdest girl to 
grace HolJ)'wood's vaunted 
corridors. 
I might be going out on a 
limb here, but I would even 
call Fox a feminist. In her 
words, "Women hold the 
power because we have the 
vaginas.~ Sure, it's blatantly 
and inu::mionally comrover-
sial, harshly objectifying, and 
rcrribly off base. Still, when 
those words come from the 
pillow lips of Megan Fox, 
they really don't seem so bad. 
Fox gOt her break in Trans-
Dear Editor, Almough 
am not a member of any 
Greek organizations, I must 
stand up for me Greek Sys-
(em because they do a lot for 
UMSL and me community. 
All Greek organi:z.ations do 
philanmropies; many of these 
occur on campus. 
I rardy jf ever see an article 
on those: events. r find it dis-
heartening that the campus 
newspaper is posting rumors 
:about campus organi:z.ations. 
I don't think there is any need 
folm~n as a sexed-up grease 
monkey, and she has comin-
ued [0 use her sexu.ality [0 
push her way lO a position of 
superiority in SOCiety. Now 
her superiority has seemingly 
disintegrated any trace of a 
filler, and she goes around 
saying whatever bizarre no-
tion comes in[O her head 
regardless of validity or con-
se<:Juence. 
It is me essence of the em-
powered and liber.lted, and 
it absolutc:ly works. Fox has 
been on a plemora of maga-
zine covers recently and met 
with some extremely impor-
tant people. 
ll\Ough some might con-
sider the open-mouthed, ex· 
tra-thick lipstick look she has 
patented and the constant 
sexual connotations in her 
speech JUSt me rrappings of a 
ten-year Veteran of the porn 
industry, perhaps it's best 
[0 lake it fo r what it is--Fox 
waflt'i the world to wam her, 
and the world obliges. 
Despite her eccentrici-
ties, or because of them, 
Fox comes across genuinely 
wonderful in interviews. Too 
many cc:lebrities mese days 
are too guarded in TV ap-
pearances, but Fox is incred-
ibly amiable. She recently 
[Old Conan O'Srien mat 
her favorite restaurant is Red 
Lobster. 
Come on, what sc:lf re-
specting acrress would men-
tion a chain restaurant wim-
OUt inhibition or t«hnique 
on national T\f? Fox is all 
LEITER TO THE EDITOR 
for pointing fingers, especial-
ly wimout h;J.ving all the fac-
tual details. 
In me future, I hope to 
see more articles on !.he great 
evenLS and philanthropies 
student organi:z.arions hold 
rather than stirring up ru-
mors about why a party was 
cancelled. -Meghan Gardner 
Editors Nou: The Current 
dOl! nor rulivt: prtiJ rel(asl! 
for Gruk Lifo philanthropic 
romf!. wt M rtgret If nlWi-
off-the-cuff, entirdy human, 
and a huge bre;).th of fresh 
air. She likes (Q pretend she is 
Alan Aida, and chows down 
cheddar biscuirs; I guess mat 
JUSt means she is as coolly 
anti-fashion 3S a regulation 
hipsler. 
To be fair, despite :ill the 
attention the media has given 
her, Fox has nOt had a truly 
defining lead role yet. j lnni-
JeT's Body is in meattes now 
and showcases her first at-
tempt. 
Though it was written 
by academy award winning 
writer Diablo Cody Vuno), 
Fox does have trouble finding 
cohesion amidst the conflict-
ing anributes of her d u.l"3c-
tcr, which demands sex)', hor-
rific and satiric all at once:. 
Fox will be hosting me 
season premier of Saturday 
Night Live on September 26, 
and that should prove to be a 
revealing test ofhet abilities. 
Here's to hoping she nails 
it, and that legitimate acting 
skills develop to match her 
stunning physical beauty and 
poignant personality. 
worthy llImtJ art' not cov~r(d 
in The Current. 
Hownm; if an romt is not 
covlrld it if nor a rt'sult of a 
nlgativl bias, but thl mult 
oj it bling nOf nlWfWonhy or 
buauSl ~ did nOt know th( 
ll/(7I( was bling hlld or WiTl 
not inviud to rhl lVfflt. To 
hllp corrlct th( larUr's topic 
of complaint, alluutil1lts, fac-
ulty and staff arl mcouragd 
to und schdukd organization 
romts to thuurrmttip1@Umsl. 
.du 
SCIENCE COLUMN 
Is there something fishy 
in the water? 
... (ATE MARQUI S 
A&E Editor 
What is in the water 
that is fe minizing male fish? 
Should we won y about this 
too? 
'The Mississippi Rivc:.r W2S 
one of nine ri\">!fS surveyed 
for me presence of [mer-
sex fish-specifically male 
fish wim llnlD:ature eggs in 
their testes- after an earlier 
survey found intersex in as 
many as 80 percent of small-
mouth bass in the Potomac 
River. 
A repOrt of the survey of 
me Ap3lachicola, Colorado, 
Columbia, Mobile, Missis-
sippi, Pee Dee, Rio Grande, 
Savannah and Yukon river 
basins, the largestofits kind, 
was recently released by mt': 
u. S. Geological Survey. 
The survey found inter-
sex fish in every ri\'er except 
me Yukon , with me greatest 
percentage of affc:t:ted fish 
found jn me Soumeastern 
u. S. The rivers sampled 
were chosen to represent the 
majority of the nation's large 
river systems. 
The U.s.G.5. reported 
that smallmouth bass were 
most affc:cred, wim an av-
erage of 30 percent of male 
fish showing female charac.--
tt':risrics. 
Since these game fish are 
often eaten, there was con-
cern about healm effects of 
consuming the fish. 
The ft':pOrt states that 
tht':re is no proof of adverse 
hca.lLh effects. 
However, one should 
note mat is not me same 
thing as saying thaI me fish 
have been proven safe to eat. 
Should we worry? Be-
yond questions abou t con-
suming affected fish , we 
should note mat we drink 
this water too. 
"'IX'hat Cl.uses mis feminiz-
ing effc:cr in fis h? The report 
did not explore causes but 
other research studies have 
pointed ro w:l.ter poUutants. 
Among suspects are esrro-
gen-like clic:micals found in 
plastics, and drogs like birth 
comrol pills not removed by 
w:ater purification plants, as 
well as industrial and agri-
cultural run-of[ 
%al should our re-
sponse to this finding be? To 
ignore it and hope it has less 
effect on human healtll than 
on fwih? 
Continue to study it un-
til we prove, beyond an)' 
doubt, which pollutants 
pl:aya role? 
Or maybe we should do 
what Americans would have 
done in an earlier rime: rake 
action to protect public 
healm. 
The trum is that our wa-
ter purification plants, in 
many cases, are out-dated, 
reflc:t:ting an era in which 
removal of solids and kill-
ing bacteria were the main 
focus. 
We PUt many more 
chemicals in our \Qlste water 
now. 
The additives to- plastics 
mat have an c:strog6l-rIke 
effect have been me focus 
of scrutiny for healm effects 
before. Perhaps now is the 
time to consider banning 
mese subslances. 
If we address upgrad ing 
waste w:ner treatment, con-
sider limiting chemicals in 
industrial and agricultural 
use or banning certain addi-
tives, mere will certainly be 
an uproar in which cert1lin 
people will bemoan the COSt 
to industry, the outlay of 
public works improvements 
and hint at COSts passed on 
to consumers. 
Think about this: In an 
earlier rime, when we found 
that leaded paint Wa'l dan-
gerous, we banned ir. 
If mat hazard were dis-
covered now, a ban would 
face: outcries aboul harm to 
me paim industry and om i-
nous talk about increased 
costs passed on to consum-
ers, wim minimal acknowl-
edgment of the COStS, healm 
and financial, of not ban-
ning leaded paint. 
We should reOect on 
mat, as we look at me results 
of mis report. 
H e 's h a ppy b ecau se h e's had hi s 
d ose o f 1Di£ cDlrrrnt t o day. 
Have you? 
Got an opinion on their opinion? 
WoNW.thecurrentonline.com 
thecurrent@umsl.edu Let us know. 
SEX COLUMN 
Turn on the Lights: 
Is three in the sack better than two? 
II> NICK BISHOP 
Staff Writer 
Lately I have been hearing 
from a lor of people about 
their threesome experiences. 
One of my friends in particu-
lar (let's just call him ~Adam") 
thinks the idea is ~ho[~ bur 
impractical. He dlink.s me 
guy chat he.and his boyfriend 
(lel's call him "Steve") want 
to invite is morc a.rrracrive 
than him. 
He is afraid the other man 
is going to lay rhe pipe: ber-
l!'f than him, and will take 
Steve av. .... y. H owever, he 
wanrs to please his man, so 
he is seriously thinking of go-
ing through wim it. So aftt"r 
hearing about his srary and 
worries, I've decided to throw 
my twO cents into rhe mix. 
$0 Steve \V3ntS to add 
another dude imo the bed-
room , but Adam is worried 
and anxious about it. What 
should Adam do? Talk with 
his significant other! He 
needs to explain up frOnt and 
clearly about: how he feels, 
his worries and hesitarions 
and his limits. 
He needs to relay to his 
heuer-half exactly what he 
is wanting out of this experi-
ence, and he should also find 
out what Steve is expecting 
out of iL If Adam thinks the 
threesome will he a one-dme 
deal, but Steve is hoping to 
keep it on-going if he enjoys 
himself, then there is a proh-
playground I know she 
would pick the monkey bars 
a thousand times over any-
thing else. She loves playing 
board games-which we 
play every time I visit with 
her-and Candyland is her 
favorite. Most of all I know 
she looks forward to my vis-
lem. 
Therefore, they both have 
to talk about it and come to a 
consensus before they do the 
diny. 
r think Adam feels worried 
about the other man being 
the ccnter of anention and 
that this i.~ Steve's chance to 
get some other ass. If Adam is 
v..'Orried that he is going to be 
second-stage, then he needs 
to express that to Steve. 
He should understand 
that the third wheel is an 
add ition to the mutual ;md 
pl~urab!e experience be-
twCCn the tWO of them. The 
new boy-to~· should be an ad-
dition to please them buth, 
not JUSt une of them. 
Communication berwc.:n 
lovers is a ... .1y to ensure there 
are no misunderstandings 
that could cause aw!..-ward-
ness or a bad situation in the 
end. 
So what if Adam decides 
nO! to go through with the 
threesome and Steve is still 
pushing the faCt, what should 
he do? Nothing. 
If Adam doesn't wam t'O do 
it , then he shouldn't. Howev-
er, he should be aware of the 
consequences. If Adam is not 
interested in fulfilling SteVe's 
sexual fantasies, he may very 
weU find somebody/bodies 
elsewhere to get those fanta-
sies fulfilled. 
This is completely un-
derstandable. If my friend 
and his man hav.e different 
BIG, from page 23 
its and counts on them. 
Knowing somebody is 
counting on you for nothing 
other than your company, 
like a . little sister feels to-
ward her big sister, is diffe r-
ent than having an obliga-
tion to fulfill. ( have never 
had anyone look at me a~ a 
a relationship, then it's bet-
ter to find that OUt and w(lCk 
through it earl y. 
He should not rum his 
head away from the problem 
because he'll probably find 
out twO years later that his 
boyfriend has been scr.::wing 
other people in the bed they 
share. 
This is a bad situation fO f 
the both of memo Steve isn't 
going to be fulfilled, and 
Adam is going 10 either feel 
guilty or pissed when he finds 
OUt his boyfriend gOt it from 
the neighbor, mailman or 
some random "straight gu( 
on C raigsli.'lt's M4M. 
It is not possible to change 
a person anymore [han it is 
possible to change the color 
of the sky. I suggest Adam 
figures out what his partner's 
needs are now so he does nOt 
waste his time or his boy-
friend's by continuing on 
with a relationship be[Ween 
twO sexually unmarched 
people. 
role model and I would not 
trade it for anything. 
It really has been one of 
the most rewarding experi-
ences of my life and I en-
courage anyone who has 
never had the opportunity to 
feel like a big sister to give 
it a shot. 
It's never to late to assimilate! 
It may be comfortable for international students to group with oth-
ers from their native country, but they may miss life opportunities. 
.... SOF1 SECK 
Photo Ediror 
It is commonl)' known 
[hat international students 
of rhe S3me nadonality tend 
to stick togerher. If you have 
ever walked abom campus, 
it is \'ery obvious that the 
imernarlonal population at 
the University Of Missouri-
Sc louis is no different. 
The KOrcIns are always 
with the Koreans and the 
French are :lh\~.1YS with the 
French. 
This is one thing that 
I never reall)' understood 
abou( imernational sm-
dents. 
Why would you travel 
thousands of miles from 
home, only to be around the 
same people? 
Do not gec me wrong-
I am nor saying mat you 
should not talk to people 
from your COUntry. I JUSt do 
not think that you should 
spend all of your time only 
talking to people from your 
COUntry. It defeats the pur-
pos~ of being an interna-
tional srudenr. 
J know that you face 
many issues as inrernation-
also h is hard to become 
accustOmed to campus, 
n<?Tly identical academic 
buildings, the beavy course 
loads, American food, trav-
eling alone through St. 
Louis and making American 
friends. 
Believe me, I know, but 
I truly believe chat without 
dail)' correspondence with 
America.L1s, )'OU will not get 
the best Out of your travels. 
1-.1)' fear is thar ~en af-
ter your new environment 
becomes familiar, you will 
find ,l comfort zone within 
your group of international 
friends. 
The behavior of most hu-
mans in a comfort zone is to 
Stay mere. 
You have to get past the · 
superficial conversations 
about the weather, shop-
ping and homework with 
American srudems to truly 
develop a friendship. 
The main reason inter-
national students stick to-
gether in groups is because 
they don't know what to 
expect from Americans. It 
is a whole new culture and 
I think that they feel more 
comfortable with others 
who can speak their own 
language. 
There is absolmely no 
way to submerge yourself 
into American culture if you 
rarely speak wim Americans. 
One thing to remember is 
mat as an international. you 
should nOt speak your lan-
guage more than you speak 
English on a daily basis. In 
the end, the relationship 
created. between you and an 
American student pays off 
in so many ways. 
I love me occasional 
events where you go and 
learn about a COUntry, like 
Japanese Night or African 
Night, bur I would love to 
see all International Nighr 
at the UM-Sr. louis where 
you could break from talk-
ing ro your normal grou p 
of friends and actually con-
verse with American and 
other students from differ-
ent COUntries. Isn't that what 
being "international" is all 
about? 
I know that sometimes it 
is hard to hold a conversa-
rion wirh a strnnger, espe-
cially when English is not 
your first language, hut con-
linue to be approachable to 
Americans and you will fi nd 
they will be' very welcoming 
over time, as they also want 
to meet people outside of 
their groups. 
This is about more than 
just being in a foreign coun-
try. It is ahout meeting new ' 
people from that country 
and really getting to know 
them. 
It is about being a parr 
of life in that coumry and 
the cultures of that country. 
When we stick together in 
our small international bub-
ble, we miss our on what we 
really came here for. 
-----~-
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Classifieds 
100 ANNOUCEMENTS 
$1000 Reward!!! * . 
Tell someone about this 2bdm, lbth house, 1.5 miles from UMSL, if they close, you get up to 
S 1000· ! First-time tax credit ""under $400 a month. Nice neighborhood. 
Call for details 314-369-4925 or email dwaliace74@hotmail.(om S59.9K ~restrictjons apply 
--
--200 TRANSPORTATION ... 
Your classified ad here ! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your transporta-
tion needs, including ads selling cars, trucks, va ns, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and 
more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today! 
300 EMPLOYMENT - -
GraderslTutors Wanted 
A west county Mathematics and Reading learning center is hiring part-time gradersltutors helping 
children ages 3 to 15. We offer flexible schedule, fun and rewarding working environment. 
Interested candidates please call 636-537-5522 or e-mail: jwchan@chesterfieldkumon.com. 
LIFEGUARD 
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS needed for UMSL Indoor Pool: Monday-Thursday 11 :30AM-2:00PM. 
S8.50/hour. Apply in the Campus Rec Office, 203 Mark Twain, 516-5326. 
fjoo FOR·.~A Lt 
Moving Sale. 
Furniture including: Computer Desk, Mattress, Bed Platform, rattan chair set, Bicycle, etc. The prices 
are reduced by 60% from the original. Please call: 314-480-2977 for detailed information. 
500 SERVICES 
Speeding ticket? Dun Car Accident? Orug/MIP Charge? 
Contact Mike Dalton at The St. Louis Metropolitan Area law Firm to get a STUDENT discount. Mike 
~ i5 apractidng attorney and a fellow UMSL student! mjd3d9@gmaiLcomor636.734.1012. 
Your da~sified ad here ! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising 
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring, 
and much more. Call 31 4-516-5316 or you can e-rnail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad 
r t 
-
600 RENTALS 
Your dassmed ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising 
services, including home and lawn care, business services. roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring, 
and much more. Cal) 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad 
today! 
700 M1SCELLANEO l! S 
-UMSL ROLLER HOCKEY TRYOUTS 
UMSL students wanting to tryout for Roller Hockey should be at Matteson Tri-Plex. 3501 Industrial 
Park Place West, S1. Peters, on Saturday, Sept. 26, 2:00-3:30pm. Cost is $35 for 1 112 hour rink 
time & I-shirt. Call Andy@ 314-422-5426 for more info. 
GOLF SCRAMBLE I 
FREE for UMSL Students! 18-hole, 4-player scramble will be held Friday, Sept. 25, 10:30AM Shot-
gun Start, al Normandie Golf Course. To play, sign up in the Campus Rec Office, 203 MT. Deadline 
is Thurs, Sept. 17. 
BOWLING ANYONE? 
Jo;n Campus Rec's BOWUNG DOUBLES League (Wednesdays. 3:30-5:00PM, Sept 23-0d. 21) at 
nearby North Oaks Bowl. Only S2Iweek for 3 games. 2 people per team. Register in the Rec Office, 
203MT,516·5326. 
Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rates vary. To 
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or tess), your name, and student 
or employee number to t hecurrent@umsl.edu, or call 516-5316. 
The world-wide anti-war 
fervor that characterized 
the lare '60s escalaled from 
peaceful protest to violence 
much more quickly in Ger-
many, due in pan ro Ihese 
young radiCl.L~. 
Drunk with youth and 
power, they quickly mn 
[hemseJves agllins[ the au-
thorities. 
The \'(fe:s t German govern-
mem responds by creating a 
new kind of polia- division, 
headed by Hom Herold 
(Bruno Ganz) who b«omes 
[heir tireless hunrer. 
There is a sad yet chilling 
end-of-innocence weme to 
this SlOry of lost idealism, 
unintended consequenc~ 
and Ihe birm of modern tcr-
rorism. 
The film follows me rn.di-
Clls through me I:ne 19705 as 
they spiral dowri into point-
The show had a slow open-
ing. "Ihe fi rst dance, ~Play or 
Be Played," was perfom\ed 
by the entire MADCO com-
pan)'. The opening music was 
dcep, slow and heavy. with 
the dancers moving together 
in slow, undulating move-
menu. H~er. the energy 
level picked up through-
Out me dance as the music's 
BAADER, from page 19 
less violence and self-promo-
tion, helping spawn modern 
terrorism. 
An alliance with a rising, 
radical Paleslinian movement 
prove;: fateful. Bank rob-
bery 10 fUlance their lifestyle 
seems to become its raison 
d'etre. with statements issued 
become self-serving propa-
ganda. 
The film also outlines the 
rise of ami-terrorism medl-
ods, in lhe hands of resource-
fUl Herold. 
Occasional referenas to 
well-known evenlS-such 
as the Munich Olympics at-
tack.s----and archival foorage 
make il inro the storyline. 
The film neimer demoni1.t:s 
nor romanticizes these peo-
pit:. presenling them with all 
meiT human Raws and lerring 
meir actions speak for mem-
selves. The pace is action-film 
MAOCO, from page 16 
rempo incrc.'tSed and l.he lOne 
lighlened up. 
A wonderful couples' sec-
tion, a pyramid with a dancer 
flipping ba..:kwards off the 
top, and a livel)" imriCl.te 
round-dance indicated that 
greater d.lndng would follow. 
The Ac:sh-colored costumes 
with pale green embroidery 
re~mbling vines and the 
brisk and the slOrytelling 
skilllUl, so one hardly notices 
thc film's Jcngth . ~ 
The cast is oumandi'ng, 
with Morin BI~bt~eu doing 
an .q;cellentj(lb of conveying 
Baader's c-narisma,.. and arro-
gana-.... ~ arun:r Gedeck 
(YLives of Others") perfect 
as the often-bullied Meinhof. 
lhe great Swiss actor Bruno 
Gam .. is remarkable in his 
role as Herold, urging his 
fellow-police to think like the 
radials in order to amici pale 
their moves, ' while convey-
ing sadness at huming Ger-
many's own children. Other 
supporting roles arc similarly 
wdl-crafted and effective. 
This excellenr, informa-
tive film is cinema at its bcs(. 
"The Baader Meinhof Com-
plex" is playing exclusively at 
Plaza Frontenac Cinema. A 
-uu MI1TqUiJ 
steady beal of the music gave 
lhe first number a primordial 
feel. 
lhe second dance, "Em-
brace,~ was an exploration 
of relationships. It beg:ln in 
silence with twO couples on 
stage greeting each othcr as if 
at a party. 
Read more at 
lI-NNJ.thecurrentonline.com 
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Comics & Puzzles 
II". II.", by PhH ,,.eman ;;,;...---~ 
COME IN ACE! 
I'M DEEP WrTllrN 
THE 80 Wa.5 OF 
LOIlO MAUCFS 
HEAPGUARTERS! 
aa.r •• • I 
Re lig ious Ho lidays o f the World 
THE fil..ACJ( CROW FLIES 
AT MIDNIGHT . 
SHE SEU.S SSASHSJ..S 8Y 
THE SEASHORE. 
ACROSS 
4 Commemorates Christ's 
CfU{ifixion 
6 Three days after 4 Across 
8 Marks tile end of 18 Across 
9 Romantic day named for an 
early Christian martyr 
11 ~ Heild of the Year" for Jews 
12 Passover 
13 Fim dav of [ent 
16 For the rest of us 
18 The ninth month of the Islamic 
calender 
20 Christian IIolidav thai cor-
responds with the Winter Solstice 
22 Another spelling for 19 Down 
23 Gaelic festival marking the 
end of the summer season 
24 Day of mourning tor Muslims 
2S New Year for Sikhs 
by Matthew Hill 
DOWN 
1 Involves a ZS hour period of 
fasting and prayer 
1 Hindu feslival "Ieb~ting lhe 
birth of lord Krishna 
3 New Vear. Also known 
as Chinese New Vear. 
S Day when Buddha achieved 
complete nirvana 
7 Ethiopian Orthodox celebration 
of Jesus' baptism 
10 Began as a religious festival. 
in North America, now more a 
secular feast 
14 -Festival 01 Saaificew for 
Muslims 
IS A rrve day Hindu festival 
17 Shinlo New Year's 
19 Festival 01 ligh~ for Jews 
21 New Year for the Baha'i fa ith 
CURRENT HOROSCOPES will return next week. 
Thanks for reading. 
BANANAS CLASSIC 
Bananas will return next week 
Oh, yeah! 
Take it off: 
00 llD11'lIamI by Gene Doyel 
1 7 9 
3 2 8 
19 6 5 
5 3 9 
1 8 2 
6 4 
3 1 
4 7 
7 3 . 
Difficulty: * * * * * (Good luck) 
Find the original meaning Qf the message below. 
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break 
the code for the letter A, you wi ll have all of the 
As in the message, and so on. (Hint: K=A) 
FSY GKR SIWo/zC 
KPSX IF 
BKXGLMRJ 
The first student, faculty or staff member to bring 
the solution (along with who said it) to 
The Current's office will receive 
a free Current T·shirt! 
.> 
.. 
-- nx 
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Tales from the Field with Jeff Corwin Environmental speaker Jeff Corwin has worked for 
the conservation of endangered species and ecosystems around the globe. He is the host of 
a variety of popular television shows, including Animal Planet's Jeff Corwin Experience and 
Corwin's Quest: Disney's Going Wild with Jeff Corwin. He shares his passion for environmen-
tal conservation in this highly interactive and educational program and inspires audiences to 
become more aware of the threats to wildlife and to the environment located in the Century 
Rooms of the Millennium Student Center, from 7:30 PM to 8:30 PM. 
Silver Screen Quilts: Art about the Movies SI. louis artist Sun Smith-Foret will show and 
discuss her quilts that reflect her interest identify and how we become who we are, and she 
will explain how films that inspire her quilts overlap with who we are and who we might be, 
Located at 255 in the 222 1. C Penney Conference Center. from 12:15 PM to 1 :15 PM. 
For more information contact Karen lucas at 314-516-5699. 
1(1I: .. ~Ll\, ,,' JIll \IBI J{ 22 "':: ..... 
Home Soccer Game Home men's soccer game vs Harding University Join us at the Don Dallas 
Soccer Field and root for your Tritons! Gametime is 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM. For more information, 
cal! Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016. 
Home Volleyball Match Home volleyball match vs. Washington University. Join us at the Mark 
Twain Center and root foryourTritons! Gametime is 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM. For more information. 
call Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526·7016. 
\\l·t!nnd.l\ . '-I I'll \IHI R 23 
Breakfast and Business A special free breakfast hosted by the College of Business Admin-
istration. The discussion leader is Representative Rick Stream and the topic is ~The Missouri 
Budget-How it Affects You · located in the SGA Chambers of the MSC, from 7:30 AM to 
9:00 AM. For more infonnation contact Jane Ferrell at ext 5883. 
Ice Cream Social Join the University Meadows Programming Board for Ice Cream! located in 
the Universit)' Meadows Clubhouse, at 8:00 PM. For more information contact Allison l abaali 
at 31 4-516-7504. 
Meet Your Neighbor Weenie Roast Meet your University Meadows neighbors at a fun. 
casual Weenie Roast! located in the University Meadows BBQ Pavillion, at 5:00 PM. For more 
information contact Allison labaali at 31 4-516-7504. 
UPB Theater: Sta r Trek Join the University Program Board for the first UPB Theater of Fall 
2009. We will be watching the latest Star Trek film! Admission is free and popcorn is provided. 
located in the Pilot House, at 12:00 PM. For more information contact UPS at (314) 516-5531. 
I rld,I\. "11'11 \1111 R!; 
Home Soccer Game Home women's soccer game vs Quincy University. Join us at the Don 
Dallas Soccer Field and root for yourTritons! Gametime is 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM . For more infor· 
mation, call Rick Gyllenborg at 314·526-7016. 
Popcorn Ball Play volleyball and eat popcorn at the University Meadows! located at the 
University Meadows Volleyball Court, at 2:00 PM. For more information contact Allison labaali 
at 314·516-7504. 
Home Volleyball Match Home volleyball match vs University ollndianapo!is. Join us at the 
Mark Twain Center and root for your Tritons! Gametime is 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM. For more infor-
mation, call Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526·7016. 
Read more event listings online at www.thec:urrentonline.eom 
Your weekly calendar of campus events. · What's Current" is a 
free service for student organizations. Deadline for submissions is 
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. Priority is given to student 
organiZations; first·come, first-served. listings may be edited for 
length and style. E·mail event listings to thecurrent@umsl.edu. No 
phone submissions. All listings use 516 prefixes unless noted . 
Pritl Jain, artist, designer, and owner 
of Henna Expressions set up shop 
Wednesday at the MSC Rotunda for 
Hump Day Hoopla. Her associate Ami 
Parikh works on a tattoo for sudent 
Senona Thomson, junior, communica-
tions. 
"Jlunl.l\ , ,,' PI I \IUII{ lh 
CHERA MEYER I THE CURRENT 
Coed Softball Tourney & BBQ Don't miss this fun & free Campus Rec event! This is a coed 
slow-pitch tourney in which batting teams provide their own pitcher. Teams & individuals 
MUST REGISTER IN ADVANCE before Sept. 23. Enter online or at the Campus Rec Office. 
Join us at the UMSl Softball Field on North Campus, from 12:00 PM to 5:00 PM. For more 
information contact Campus Recreation Office, 203 MarkTwain at 51 6-5326 
Home Volleyball Match Home match vs St. Joseph's College. Join us at the Mark Twain Cen-
ter and root for your Tritons! Gametime is 3:00 PM to 4:.30 PM. For more information, call Rick 
Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016. 
Not Your Average Walk in the Park Take a trip with us to the City Garden in downtown St. 
l ouis! Meet us at the University Meadows Clubhouse at 2:00 PM. Will return around 5:00 PM. 
For more information contact Allison labaali at 314-516-7504. 
